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Itittle Boy Hurt Prisoner Escapes From

Cíarlie Rohr Marries

Change In Loca

Lady In Chicago

Telephone Office

In Runaway

Guadalupe Co. Jail

change in the local telephone Wmjk serious accident was narrowly
exchange made last week following finer ted Tuesday afternoon when
son of S. David,
the marriage ot Miss Evie Crocker Hp
and Kobt. Hai r, places Miss Gat-li- Hkile playing in the street was run
by a delivery wagon.
Hunter as manager and Miss
Alma Troutman as assistant in ih BPrte delivery horse of the Brooks
exchange.
Mercantile Co., .became frightened
While standing in front of the store
years
while
Duiing the several
at a terriffic speed ran down
Mrs. Barr was manager of the exstreet
striking the child with the
Bl''
change the users of telephones and
Hgon.
The wagon passed over
those had dealings with the comTheodore Kreiberg, several years
pany, were treated with the utmost Xt lace of the child bruising it in a resident of Springer, was recentral places.
consideration which won for her
ly married at Woodland, ' CaliforBe! '"' child was carried to its home nia, to Miss Vivien Sehorn.
manv friends.
As manager of the company here mm- Dr. Bgr s was called to dress
the public will find in Miss Hunter Hfe wounds fu .ed by the wheels
the same treatment and considera- HkIh wagon. It was at first
the child was the victim of
tion as was displayed by her
Hp
injuries, but later develop-Bfe- )
as Miss Hunter har been
tve proven that the injur
on the night shift for some time.
Ignited about the face.
Miss Hunter will operate the exchange at day time and Miss Trout-maA

Popular Young Man Will Bring
Eastern Bride To Cimarron;
Arrive Here Next Week.
On Wednesday, October i, C.
M. Rohr of Cimarron and Miss Lil- ditions to the equipment of the
lian Loudell, were married in St. printer's office and $275,000 to carPeter's Episcopal church in Chi- ry out the further provisions of the
cago at 3 p. m- - The bride's sister bill. With the sudden lopping ofl
and the latter's husband being the by the house in Ihe urgent deficiency bill of ali appropriations for the
attendants of the couple.
Immediately after the ceremony support of the various press agenthe bridal party proceeded to the cies of the executive departments
home of the bride's sister, where a Mr. Hobson thinks that a reportdainty wedding dinner was served ing staff for the new paper will be
following which the party attended obtained readily.
a play in one of Chicago's most

popular playhouses.
The bride comes from a respectable family in Chicago where she
has a host of friends in church and
social circles. She has held several prominent and lucrative positions in her home city up to the
time of her marriage with trust
and ability. She comes to New
Mexico a stranger but she wilt endear herself in ihe hearts of Cim
arron (oik upon her arrival.
The v$om ifi B product oí New
is R..u,
Mexico T"d
whre he learned the butcher's occupation under the instruction of
his lather. He is a young man ot
was-rcar-

).'.

:
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jv

-

fear-HBt'- in

"Ty"Cobb

Sips

Bank Notes

n

at

Postmaster Busy

Rendered Unconscious At
The Hands Of Escaping Convict; Posse On Trail.

Jailor

e

niht.

Springer Spasms

Collectors doubtless will be on
the lookout soon for some national
bank notes which were signed a
and Ed Padilla, assaulted few days ago by "Ty" Cobb,
of the Detroit baseball
Ja Sammons Tuesday night with
The first snow of the season fell ita: s. The two assaultors are club.
When the star player was at
rs.. They were lying in am-ton the tract Thursday and was
their victim, when, as the Washington the other day he visitheartily welcomed by the fp
they pounced ed the treasury department and
i passing,
Chas. Gaylord left Sed rum
unmerciful- - while being shown through, he ask
him
curl.
beating
him
He will r. I
IV It Wl
passing ed to see some of the bank notes
were
who
parties
Detroit, ! higan, "Uliemr nskert
IV--- A.
.ot the 'i?t
tioe ianW of I.n
leilgft. V ' is.it.
1
condition., warrants vonia, ua.
John Parker of Tipton, Ohio, is have be n served upon the men
Informing the officer in charg
here looking after his farm. He and a spt dy trial is awaiting the that he was a director of that bank
was formerly a resident of the brothers.
and as such was entitled to sign
tract.
printed for the instituFrancisca Quintana aged 14 and bank notes
James Thompson of Chicago, Rosendo M. Gonzóles aged 28, tion, the ball player placed his
signature to several sheets of the
formerly a farmer of the French
oped Saturday their destination
here.
visiting
is
friends
tract,
not known.
Ihe elopers notes.

french Tract Forum

With Records

1

v
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An order received by Postmast
er Chandler from the department

tfl

examplarycharacter and noble and
high ideals, and while he has been
a resident of Cimarron but a few
months he has many friends here
who speak well of him.
After leaving Chicago Mr. and
Mrs. Rohr will spend a few days

visiting in Denver belore arriving
in Cimarron the forepart of next
week.

Their many friends as well as
the Ntws wish the happy couple a
long and prosperous life of marital
bliss.

Uncle Sam To

Print Weekly
Representative Richmond Pear
son Hobson of Alabama is anxius
to enter the publishing field and i'
planning the most stupendous jour
nal ever conceived by mortal man

recently,

requiring statistics

tarding the local parcel pot

re-

busi-

home nights
with somewhat of a headache. Similar orders have been received at
every post office io the United
States, and by the time they have
been complied with Uncle Sam will
snrely know all about the parcel
post end of his activities.
The order requires an accurate
and detailed record of each and every package handled from October
st to October 15th. Th number
of parcels received and tfié num
bér dispatched must be carefully
kept. The weight of each package
mist be accurately registered, as
.ft
well as the postage paia. in ad
dition to this, the zone to which
the package is sent must be marked down in its proper place.
At the end ol the fifteen day per- od, the totals of all the different
terns must be recorded on blanks
provided for that purpose. Mr.
Chandler is also required to esti
mate the cost of handling parcel
post packages, and make an estí
llate ol the additional salary cost
ol the office since January ist,iyi3,

ness,

s

sending
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a

w

1
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Edwards and family are were apprehended Thursday near
F.
preparing to move to Detroit, Katun and brought back to SpringMichigan, where Mr. Edwards has er tor trial. The mother of the
Ki 1
rao nrnctratcl vi'it'. rrriol nlPT
lieen ofjerfid a good, position.
elo-'
tljr
mut 51' tier daiiVfiTtr."
Very few people from here atWallace McGuire, guard at the
tended the Springer Fair and
Pumpkin Pie Day at Maxwell, ow ftfcform School, has resigned his
sition to look after other busi- ing to the inclement weatner.
terests.
C. R. brown and children
as caused by the inauguration or return ed Friday from a six months
the parcel post.
v: sit in the east with friends and
Mr. Chandler has a hard proper relatives.
sition before him and when one
n
C. Cunningham is buying
considers the large amount of mall H
country.
Gallup
the
that comes to the post office daily
and with the keeping of the addi- uifiter a brief visit with her fath-- ,
J. W. Jenkins, Mrs. Sanford
tional records it is not to be st$ftf
comnight
índ children ielt tor her home in
ed at that he retires at
lahoma Citv.
pletely exhausted.
M.

1

cat-tfcjf-

v.

J

He has chosen Uncle Sam for edit
and the new publication
will be knowu as the "Official

ournal."
Looking to the establishment ol
the department in journalism Mr
Hobson has introduced a bill in
ur
huuse creating the "Official
weekly
puli
be
a
is
to
iial," which
lication for free distribution. Al
the executive departments of tin
federal government will be its con
tributoflt. It circulation will hi
urovidrd tor through the mediums
Ev
of the post office department.
ti
permitted
be
will
erv senator
oftici
post
through
the
authorize
the distribution of 25,000 copies o
the "Official ournal" weekly.
livery member ol the house sil
have m.ooo conies at his disposal
each week. The new sheet wi
start out with a circulation ol tí
tíos.ioo copies, according to this
scheme.
The Hobson bill provides an ap
piopriation of 75,000,000 for ad
J

Raton Snapshots
tor many years.a
resident of Colfax county, was shot
and instantly killed at Segundo,
Colo., by striking Greek miners,
while in the performance of his
duties as a deputy sheriff. It was
reported to Lee that Greek miners
were interfering with a bridge on
private coal land property, and it
was while he was attending to his
duties that the fatal shot was fired
which caused his instant death.
TloOert

0

A

A Mine

In

Red River District

lee,

the officer's own weapon.
Goldbauch got a good start and
the officers are having difficulty in
getting on his trail. It is thought
tbe mat is hiding soijcwhere in
thm mils near here.
At the recent tail term ot tnedfs-- '
trict court, Goldbauch pleaded
guiltv to larceny and was sentenced to not less than one year nor
more than eighteen months in the
state penitentiary. The man was
placed in the Guadalupe county
jail to await his removal to Santa
Fe.
Last night, when Jailor Romero
opened Goldbaucb's cell door and
room wherr- toe prisoners are nt
en their meals, the convicted man
seized the officer and wrested bis
gun away from him. He then
struck the jailor over the head with
the weapon and made his escape.
Goldbauch was the only prisoner
in the jail. The unconscious jailor lay upon the door until his
groans attracted investigators to
the place. Romero's condition is
said to be serious though it is
.though?yjletovvij'eji)vftr.
Officers all over the state have
been asked to be on tbe lookout
for Goldbauch. Santa Fe secret
service men are assisting the regu- ar peace officers.
The offense for which Gold
bauch was sentenced was stealing
112 in negotiable checks.

Several hundred Raton people
were disappointed Thursday to find
that their plans had been impaired
during the night, to attend Pie
Day at Maxwell, by a heavy fall
of snow.
The 1500 pumpkin pies
baked by the Maxwell people and
other preparations maue were a
thorn in that hospitable town's eye
Get your gun and camping out
and the event was called off for fit.
that day.
October 1st the big game hunt
One of the main events of the ing season opened and will remain
Fair this week will lie the racing open until the 15th of November.
on the track by the fastest horses
Hunters are making preparations
in the northern part of the state to spend some time in tbe hills to
A large number of entries from drop some of the big game which
Colorado have been booked for the the law has allotted each licensed
racing events and ihe purses run man.
Big game is plentiful in the bills
as high as 400.00.
it is stated that in the more seand
F. Martinez, 42 years old, died
cluded
spots in the mountains there
at his home Tuesday evening after
numbers of big game anare
great
a lingering illness. The burial
imals,
that can be picked without
took place Wednesday afternoon
much trouble providing tbe hunter
in Fairmount cemetery.
does not get an attack of "buck
Mayor Shuler of Raton has been fever."
,
appointed as toastmaster for the
The many game reserves around
banquet to be given in honor of here are well posted so that the
the Santa Fe officials, by Raton sportsmen know when they are on
business men, Friday evening Oc private property, while hunting.

Hunters Prepare

For The Season

general invitation has In any eveut it vill pay tbe huntbeen extended to the citizens of ers, where it is possible, to secure
Raton and plates are selling at $1 written permissions from private
acb.
parties to bunt big game on tbeir

tober

m

it

s

Santa Rosa, N. M., Oct. 1. A
large posse, headed by Sheriff Jose
S. Duran of Guadalupe county, is
scouring the country in the neighborhood of Santa Rosa in an effort
to capture Max Goldbauch, who
escaped last night from the county
jail here after having knocked Jailor Jose Romero senseless with the

3.

A

(Continued on page five.)

premises and thus avoid trouble.

oimaAok news.
FOREIGN.

AN EPITOME OF

VALUES

Sir AUred Kast. president of the
Royal Society of British Artists, died
at London. He was born in 1849.
IN
General Porfirio Días, ox President
of Mexico, has been summoned by the
War Department to return to Mexico
Western Newspaper Union Nava Sanie.
for active army service.
Dates, for Léanla
Brest.
An Important deposit of uranium
October 14 Fifth annual N
and pitchblende, from which radium fair
at Shlprock
Is extracted, haa been found on the
Hue
German side of the Brtgebtrge, a
range of mountains between Saxony
Knnta
xas
Oct
and Bohemia,
in'l
and Rastarn New Msxlco Pre
Commercial Clubs at ArtesU.
The apology of General Chang
et.
Masting Masonic Oráad
Hsun to the Japanese consulate '
Lodff at Hants F4.
Nanking has cleared the air, accord
A new bank la to bo opened at
Ing to the Japanese officials at To,.
kio, and remove the danger of com Vaughn.
A saloon la to be opened In Carlsplications for the present.
The condition of Pope Pius X. Is bad, and will pay license fees, ef
giving rise to some anxiety. Although 425.
Chrysolite has been found nearfiU-venot suffering from any specific malCity. The grade Is reported of
ady the state of his health li unsatisfactory. It Is believed, however, thai fine quality.
annual Farming
The
rest and care will restore him.
The
schooner Transit ton fair was the most successful held
is a total wreck on the shore at Point ln Farming on for years.
A carload of copper ore leave align
Barrow, where she was driven by the
ice, and five other vessels are Impris Rolls Siding, near Cloudcroft, weekly
oned ln the Ice In the same neighbor- for the smelter at El Paso.
A ear load of cauliflower a week la
hood, says a Nome, Alaska, dispatch.
Messages were sent by order of being shipped from Capitán, Lincoln
President Huerta to all the consuls county, to Bastera markets.
representing Mexico ln foreign counFifteen different people arrftm
tries to the effect that the revolution hi i noting alios ln Curry county with
was ended and that the elections storage capacity of 50 to 200 tons.
would be held according to the govshipped five cars of
Lakewood
ernment program.
canned tomatoes last week, ajrOMins
Turkey has notified Greece that another shipment of four cars ready.
peace negotiations will be resumed
A Dunkard society from Illinois re
immediately when peace treaty with cently purchased $50,000 worth of
Bulgaria is signed. The embassies land on the Mlesse tract east of Dentat Constantinople have received tele- ing.
grams that 300 Greeks have been
Sheepmen report luat wolves inri
massacred ln western Thrace.
coyotes are doing considerable damage to their flocks, killing numbers of
8PORT.
them.
Landergin Brothera are preparing
Standi
of Western I.raicar Club.
Won. Lost. Pet. to dip their cattle, and will wlotr
1
101
Denver ....
.15 8,000 head on the range adjdfntng
.SO
61
.5
Des Moines

NEW MEXICO

LATE LIVE NEWS

BRIEF

RECORD OF THE
CONDENSED
PROGRESS OF EVENTS AT
HOME AND AdROAD.

FROM ALL SOURCES
AYINOS. DOINGS, ACHIEVE
MENTE, SUFFERINGS, HOPES
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.
trastero NawnwiHir Union Nava Service.

Quadruplets, all boys. hav
ben
Worn to
Mr and Mrb. Pearl Yates.

William

Busby,

fifty-nin- e

years old, known as the "coal king"
of Oklahoma and one of the wealthiest men in the state died at McAles-ter- .
A special casket
B. Lynch, forty-eigh- t

was built for John
years old, who
died at St. Louie of fatty degeneration
f the heart. Lynch weighed 692
pounds.
f
Deep WaterThe
way convention, which was to have
keen held in Peoria, ill.. Oct. 23, haa
ben postponed until after the adjournment of this session of Congress.
Closing argume'.s were completed
at San Francisco in the divorce suit
of Captain C. Merriam. U. 8. A.,
against Bessie Merriam, and Superior
Judge Graham took the case under adLakes-to-the-Gol-

St. Joseph .
Lincoln ....
Topeka ...
8oux City

visement.

.3
.81

77
79

.lit
.(12

.72
.?

17

.4S4
.48
.440
.191

.

.77

1

has a right to use a broomstick on her husband's head in regulating nomehold difficulties, according in a rullna by Circuit Judge K. M.
bheiton in a divorce suit at Macon.
A wife

St

t

97

i-

M

aol

l
Two
mulatto boya.
brothera, began a reign of murder at
Harriston. Miss., Suuday morning that
ended only after three White men,
four negro men and a negro woman
had ben killed, several persons wounded and the two boys lynched.
A recount of every sack of silver
dollars stored in the United States
mint at San Francisco, amounting to
161,395,000, has been ordered, according to Superintendent of the Mint T.
W. It Shanaban. because cf the discovery of thefts from some of the
sacks. The loss thus far revealed, the
says amounts to
superintendent
drog-craitx-

only $7.
WASHINGTON.
Official Washington gossiped about
the reported recall to Mexico of General Porfirio Diaz. No tangible explanation was forthcoming ot the motive back of the summons.

Approximately

425,000

persons, with

Incomes ranging from $3,000 to $100,
000 a year and upward, will contrib-

18

FLEE AS GUARDS CHARGE

Yon never tasted
BREAK FROM BRUSH SHELTER
AND SEEK SAFETY IN THE
MOUNTAIN PATHS.
Waatarn Newspspar Union Nawa Sarrios.
Walaenburg, Cole, Sept 80. A hail

of bullets from the rifles of twenty
men concealed in the underbrush on
the brow of a hill 400 yards northeast
of the mine, whistled through the Oak-viecoal camp, seven miles west of
La Veta, at 6:30 Monday morning.

daintier, lighter, fluffier
biscuits than those
baked with Calumet
They'rf ahyayt
,

good

dtltCtOMl.

5 or Calumet

In

21

sures perfect
baking.

El

RECEIVED
AWARDS

BOOST

IfeaUTaParaPaad

For thirty-fivminutes the bullets
ripped aad tora their way through the
houses of the non - union miners,
throwing them into a frenzy of terror.
A party of twelve guards charged th
hill and drove the attackers Into th
foothills around Old Baldy mountain.
One thousand bullets entered the
e

camp.

assessment amounts to $28,276,828, an
boarding house was
A Japanese
Increase of 88.68 per cent. This is one
the
where
centered. Mor than
fire
by
board
of the Items fixed
the state
forty bullets lodged ln the side of the
of equalization.
two story building after the fusillade.
Under the head of lands and Im Two other Japanese houses were ridprovements, an. item fixed by the
dled.
the 1912 valuation was
Dozens of miners were on their way
The 1913 valuation is
to the mine entrance when the first
a decrease of 1.84 per cent.
shots struck. Wives and children
Live stock, valuation fixed by the ruahed into the streets, joining fathstate board, ln 1912 was assessed at ers and husbanda. Almost Instantly
$8,826,900. The valaution ln 1913 is
the attacking party found the range of
given at $10,788,807, an Increase of the huddled groups. Bullets tore up
$1,861,907.
the ground, and then followed a
Rock Island.
Merchandise stocks were assessed scramble for safety.
MarThe first showing of oil In the
$2,884,786
1912,
at
but ln 1913 the
ln
Many ran for the cellar of the comtin well being drilled to the tjfeos assessed valuation as $2,766,723, oi
Valley company of Dayton sm iJIsJ $118,063 less, amounting to 4.09 per pany's store and almost every cave In
the camp became a refuge for the
a few days ago.
cent.
inhabitants. A few ran for
The first football game of the
All other property, as It is deslg
Into the face of the
hills,
rushing
the
In the Pecos valley was played at nated on the abstract. In 1912 was vul
fire
0
high
won
to
when
Roswell
6
Artesia
ued at $3,771,197, but In 1913 the tax
Among the dozens of ffarrow esover the Artesia high.
able valuation decreased to $3.594.248, capes was that ot Michael Rech, clerk
An application for state aid for a loss of ; 176,94, or 4.69 per cent.
of the mine, who had just placed a
Agricultural, grazing, timber and book on the pay desk when It was
bulldiug and funnelling a school housu
has been received from District No. coal land and town lots all show a torn open by a bullet.
decrease in the assessed valuation in
42 ln Guadalupe county.
Several times the retreating men
1913 over 1912. The only increase U were sighted by the guards, but only
Flowers,
Frank Laws and T. H.
members of the petit jury, were in found under the head of other min- for an Instant The pursuit ended at
Jured In an automobile accident be eral land, which Is a comparatively the foot of Baldy mountain, ten miles
ema item.
tween Mcintosh and Estancia.
aawy, when the guarda realized the
returned for taxation In marauders had reached a place where
Nestor Sena, a resident of Sa
ring the year 20,317, and in
y
?y
?
v
It was impossible to follow them.
was committed to the State
SSBBBSBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBikhn t the average valua
Adolph Gormer, international organ
for the Insane after a heart
$3.37.
ecreased
aiueuisuu
in charge of this district, said
Uer
Judge David JL Leahy ot
19 li
sed in number
on
waa a "fraae-up- "
tiutt
fh
over 1912 390 head, but t
r.
. r
total as the part ebootlns
guards.
the
of
county,
a
note
.ndian sessed valaution decreased $52,596, oi
of Socorro
William D. Lewis of New York,
fighter ln the early days and active in $5.49 a head.
president
of the Oakdale Coal Comthe development of the mining indusCattle Increased on the tax rolle pany, operating
the Oakvlew mine at
home
ln
died
at his
try ln the state,
between 1912 and 1913 184.374 head Oakdale, who
in the mine office
sal
Socorro.
The taxable valuation Increased $1,
eays
firing,
during
that there were
the
Shot in the left leg with a 2t bullet 670,062. but the average value pet
fully twenty men ln the party which
fired by an unknowu man no ir the head decreased 88 ceuts.
up the camp.
Sheep Increased in number on the shot
Santa Fé station at Vaughn, Ipaolaj
was the most awful exhibition
"It
Officer Johnson of Vaughn wa taken tax rolls ln the year 230,279. nnd in
I ever
to Albuquerque on a specla train creased ln valua $126,150, but de of lawlessness and insurrection
my forty yeaxa of
in
across
run
have
hosh
Joseph
la
patient
in St.
a
and
creased in value per head 14 cents.
mining experience!" he said. "Utterpital.
Goats Increased In number 45,493 ly regardless of men, women and chilinand in value $49,091, but the taxable dren,
The superintendent of public
the attackers swept the streets
struction announced that he had re- value pe- - head decreased 7 cents.
camp with their bullets. It is
of
the
Hogs Increased in number 4,880
ceived five requests for state aid fqr
that dozens were not
remarkable
school buildings from Union county and in value $13,661, and decreased ln
was entirely unexThe
attack
killed.
and had approved three from Suta value per head 11 cents. El Pase pected. Another time and we will bo
a
county.
Times.
Fé
ready to do anything in our power to
Tne find of ore at the head of Elme
protect our people."
The Cariuel
creke made by Al Hubbard recently
Intense feeling has existed among
returns three ounces of gold per ton.
beH. L. Pratt of the Caribe! the striking miners at Oakvlew
Raton
The mineral Is said to lie betveen mining property at Red River, was in cause the company waa able to retain
porphyry and lime and the pay streak the city on his way to Trinidad con about half of Its working force when
two feet wide.
veylng a
lump of the strike opened.
W. J. Andrus of Aragón, through his gold and silver bullion to market. Thl3
Willing to Return at Florence.
attorneys, is going to make a test rase bullion represented the values obFifteen atrlking minera
Florence.
tons of ore, of th Uoyal Gorge mine at Cañón
out of the prohibition Imposed by the tained from seventy-fivSanta Fd on Nob. 3 and 4, the limited and wan estimated to be worth about City have expressed a willingness to
trains. He so states ln a letter to tho $2,000, or more than $26 for each ton return to work If the company will at
of ore.
State Corporation Commission.
ford them protection.
Oscuro, Lincoln county, Is developStrikers Deat Stable Boss.
ing Into a
section.
Gang of White Caps Found Guilty
Trinidad. William Smith, 55, stable
The state game warden's ofilce
Estancia. For the second timo boas at the Tobasco mine, was at
wrote another letter to Congressman within a year. Josia." Perkins, George tacked-bJoeeph Olio, a Russian
Fergusson reminding him of a letter Dunn, Charles A. Noble and John Grit striker at the Ludlow colony. Bmith
written in April, applying for fifty Ik fin, charged with assault with Intent received several deep gashes on the
from the herd of thousands which anbead.
nually almost starve to death arotnd to kill, growing out of a midnight' at
Springs Mines Are Running.
18,
Aug.
1909,
on
on
tho
tack made
Jackson's Hole.
Colorado Springs With the excep
Knapp,
Josephine
home
of
Mrs.
near
Automobile license No. 1794 was Istlon of the Plkeview properties, all
sued by the secretary of state to Mountainalr, Torrance county, during the coal mines ln the region are run
was
which
woman's
house
the
riddled
(leorse It. Becker of Tierra Amorfía.
nlng full force, and the Plkeview haa
This is remarkable only in (he ll'Ct with bullets by a band ot white caps, sixty meu at work. So far aa the lo
were
guilty
found
District
the
u
that it Is the first automobile li
cal supply is concerned the strike Is
to be granted to a resident of !Uo Court here. All of the convicted men practically over. The companiea are
aü prominent in the community In now about ten daya benino weir or
Arriba county.
v. kicU they live and Perkins Is wealJudge John T. MrClure lu the ids thy. The attack on the woman's home ders.
trtct Court at Roswell handed dovn was inspired by the belief that
Millionaire Blxby Freed by Jury.
it n opinion that Is of great Interest, to
disposing of liquor. Mountainalr
all cattlemen in New Mexico. It rec- is a dry town.
Loa Angelea, Cal. George H. Bixby
ognizes the rights of cattlemen uriltn
a millionaire of Long Beach, Cal.
an act of 1909 regarding torren'ial
charged with having contributed to
Legislator Found Guilty.
watera to appropriate the water withthe downfall of minor young women
Santa Fé. J. P. Lucero, member of was found not guilty by a jury.
out filing applications required of others than stockmen who are by the 't the Legislature from Rio Arriba counpreviously passed relieved from ttila ty and indicted with three other memFormar Congressman tacey Dead.
requirement. It also recognizes thae bers of the Legislature on charges oi
Oakuloosu, Iowa. John F. Lacey
solicitation of bribery, was pronounced
appropriations aa superior to
Iowa congressman from the
former
applications for any other ur guilty by a jury. The case will be ap Sixth Iowa Congressional
District
pealed.
poses.
dropped dead here from heart disease
Santa Fé, having been declared
oldest city in the United States, nC Torrance County Officials Indicted.
Body of Unidentified Man Found
Santa Fé. The Torrance county
becomes busy in an endeavor to ' t
Douglas, Wyo. The body of an un
tract new elementa within lta cm grand jur has returned presentments Identified man with a bullet hole ln
against Lorenzo
Juan tic
fines.
his right temple was found on the
Seftor Don Juan Rlano y Gayan),
prairie several miles south of here.
Spain's minister to the United Stalks,
revolver was clasped in the right
will be the guest of the city of Sana county clerk, asking their removal on hand. All marks of identification had
Th
Fé and of the Hunt a Fé Chamber oí the grounds of incompetency.
been cut from the clothing.
easts will probably be tried at a speCommerce Oct. 4 and 5.
Pueblo Child Fatally Wounded.
Gallegos
A total of twelve applications bate cial session ln November.
Pueblo.--Stru- ck
by a bullet Intended
been sent out by the game warden's has been In office a year, having sucoffice, in response to Inquiries for a ceeded Manuel 8. Benches, who was tor her father, Marie Bera'.lng, 8, was
fatally wounded ln her home here.
mpply of fish from the govern men. j relieved a year ago by the same pro
eedure.
Williams is ln jail charged with the
atcbery for New Mexico streams.
shoo' In r
terror-s-

By defeating Des Moines Saturday
Denver cinched the Western League
pennant for 1913.
A. Santos Dumont, one of the pioMo.
neers in aviation, has constructed a
State Comptroller Schmer of New monoplane on a new model, which
York received a check for $2,500,000 was tested at Villacelblay, France,
in payment of the Inheritance tax on with excellent results.
a partof the estate of the late J. Pier-poSteve Ketchel of Chicago was given
Morgan. The payment indicated a decision .ver Stanley Yoakum of
a valuation of approximately
Las Vegas at the end of ten rounds
of hard battling at the Colorado Athfor Harry K. Thaw re- letic cIud's card in Denver.
Counsel
ceived formal aasurances from GovThe remarkable speed of 118.6 miles
ernor FVIker of New Hampshire that an hour, breaking the former official
he would grant their request for an worl
ecord ot lUMi miles an hour,, ,
í
. i
HtviA fnp
.
. ni.
,n
4
wan
r 'KlUVe. Vik,
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four-maste- d

Mrs. Rebecca Gay, leading Christian
Science healer, was found murdered
fat her office In Los Angeles.
Brig. Gen. Edward Meato, U. 8. A.,
retired, died at San Francisco of pneumonia after an illness of a fortnight.

SHOOT UP CAMP
NON-UNIO-

Santa F. The secretary of the
New Mexico board of equalization has
completed an abstract of the tax rolls
of the state, and
the compilation
shows an inorease ln taxable values
for the year of $11,000,000.
The total assessed validation of the
state, according to the tax rolls as
they now are, without corrections
made necessary by reason ot appeals,
etc., Is $84,08(,518.
The valuation in
1912 was $72,457,4(4.
The amount of
Increase of 1918 over 1912 Is $11,629.-064- ,
while the amount of Increase of
1112 over 1911 was $18,208,573.
Th totals of the subjects fixed by
the state board show an Increase of
$3,843,950, or 3.05 per cent, while the
assessors show a net decrease of
$6,046,126, or 11.67 per cent. Includlnc
exemptlone, whleh this year, under the
new law, are scheduled differently
than formerly, the gross decrease on
valuations fixed by the county assessors Is $7,wtfi,793.
Railroad property ln 1912 was asIn 1918 this
sessed at $20,404,459.
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WESTERN.

AND RAILROADS
THE BIGGEST GAIN,

STRIKING MINERS

Board of Equalization Figures BOARDING HOUSE OF
Snow Big Increase This
MEN AT OAKVIEW
Year Ovar 112.
ATTACKED.

Stat

14-- 1
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Colonel

SANK!

FOR TAXATION

Mauric?i

illi Vedríues
Provost, two French aviators.
With the defeat of Philadelphia by
Boston New York won the National
League pennant for 14)13, although itself defeated by Brooklyn. If Philadelphia were to win and New York
to lose all their games yet to be
played, New York would still lead by
four points.
William Sheffer of the Colorado
Springs high school, won the state
tenuis match at Colorado
Springs by defeating Gardner Jackson of Cutler academy by scores ot
O. Th,-- . was the third victory for
0 2,
school
the
and carried with it the
potsesion of the W. W. Flora
trophy.
Aviator Pegoud, the topsyturvy airman, made his last exhibition at
Brooklands, near London, and kept
bis promise to excl his former efforts. Rising 3,000 feet, he made a
graceful flight of two miles, returning
Immediately he turned over and flew
the length of the aerodrome on hla
back. Then he rose again and per
formed the still more remarkable feat
of looping the loop three times ln sucG

tricken

.sea-Bo- n
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ute to the $100,000,000 yearly revenue cession.
to be derived from the income tax.
" Francisco
Vasqucz Gomez, menGENERAL.
tioned as a posible candidate In th"
coming Mexican elections, told friends
Philadelphia provides free eyehe onlit not return to Mexico to
glasses for nearly 2.500 school childa candidate. Gomez Is making ren every year.
his home In Washington.
Annie France, a famous colored
Representatives Taylor and
cook, died at Cookavllle, Howard counwill leave for Colorado aa ty, Md., at the reputed age of 108
soon as the tariff bill is disposed of. years.
Mrs. Talor left last week. Klndcl
Simplicity marked the funeral at
will remain In Washington until later,
Ga.,
of Congressman
Thomasville.
going to Wichita. Kan., to deliver an
A. Roddenberry. who died aft
Seaborn
address en route to Denver.
er a brief Illness.
Former United Statea Senator
Maj. Gen. deorge L. Gillespie,
Gardner of Maine haa been se- ty-two,
U. S. A., retired of WashingInby
Wilson
for
the
President
lected
D.
ton,
died at hi summer home
C.
ternational joint commission having
jurisdiction over boundary disputes be- at Saratoga, N. Y.
In an effort to reclaim jewelry
tween the United States and Canada,
to succeed Frank S. 8treter of Con- stolon from the home of Mr. C. C.
Pier last
Rum Buy, at Narragauselt
cord. N H.
ofApproximately one in every 400 In- July, a reward of $20,000 has been
fered.
emUnited
Statea la
habitants of the
lu order to bring about hia legal
Tabuployed by the postal service.
lations by the jiostof'lce department removal to Pennsylvania, In event
show that on June 80, last, there were that the request or the New York authorities for his extradition is denied
18,021 postmasters. 115,415 assistant
postmasters and postoffice clerks, by Governor Felker, a taxpayers' auit
1,4(4 watchmen, messengers and la- against the state of New York is
planned by Harry K. Thaw.
borera, and 80.920 city letter carrier
Clyde Wilkinson, thirty-four- ,
'who
Th amount of livestock grazed on
sought by the police when
was
4
ranges
moe
is
than
foreat
national
body of hla wife was found
par cent greater this year than lust,
nearly 10,000,000 domestic animals buried in a cornfield on a farm where
havlM been occupied 'during the sum- he hao ,,v i near Peru, Ind., was arof rested .it Logansport. and according to
mer In converting the
the police he confessed he had killed
his wife In the presence of their two
During the year past the got eminent sons.
received more than $1,000,000 from
The federal grand Jury at New York
gracing fees.
returned an Indictment against the
confessed slayer of Anna AumuUer.
Seaborn Hoddeuberry, representa
Hans Schmidt, and hla associate, "Dr."
Uve In Congress from the second district of Georgia, died at his home ln Ernest Muret, charging both with cooThomasvltle.
e
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interested.
Husband (at the police station)
They say you have caught the fellow
who robbed our house night before
last.
Sergeant Yes. Do you want to see
him?

I'd like to talk to
want to know bow he got in
without waking my wife. I've been
trying to do that for the last twenty
years. Judge.

Husband Sure!

him.

I

Nothing eauals Dean's Mentholated Cough

Droos for Bronchial weakness, sore chest.
5c at all Druggists.

and throat troubles

Price ot mules are reported to be
using in Missouri.
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(Donmark)

Copenhagen

teachers get

school

$330 a year.

Backache Is a Warning
Thousands suffer

kidney ills unawares
not knowing (hat

the backache,

kwÉ

il

Si

nead-acbes.a-

dull, nervous, ditxy, all tired

condition are often
due to kidney weak-

l

lli

j

naw

ness alone.
Anybody who suffers constantly from
backache should sus-

pect the kidneys.
Some
irregularity
of the secretions may
give just the needed
proof.

Doan's Kidney
Pills have been curing backache and
sick kidneys for over
fifty year

BtmlJ

noun

Mb a Sacr"

A Nortk Dakota Caas
"My fae
, N.
Un Ci. J. Talar.
and Hsaba w ara aulla aad I ouuktnt alaao
account uf ktdnar weaknaaa. Mi bat waa laaaa
Duan' Kidney
and aula and 1 fait mtaurabla. had
uocaalun to
Pilla ourad in aadwk. nl haa

Gal Doaa'a al Any Stars, 60c
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i PHANTOM

evsr. They were not In to anybody.
"All the same," exclaimed Oabrlel.
"a singer Isn't run away with, from
the middle of the stags, every day!"
"Did you shout that to them?"
asked Meroler, Impatiently.
I ll go back again." said Remy. and
disappeared at a run.
arThereupon the

of2y the ara
Leroux

stags-manag-

rived.
"Well, M. Mereler, are yon coming?
What are yon two doing here? You're

wanted. Mr.
"I refuse to knew or to do scything
before the commissary arrives," declared Mereler.
1 have sent for
Mlfrold. We shall see when he
Acting-Manager.-

Gcaston

r4ti ói or--

o0

TttC MY9TCRY OT TttC YCLLOW ROOM-n- c
LADY- - IN blACK- -

comes I"
"And I tell you that yon ought to
go down to the organ at ones."
"Not before the commissary comes."
"I've been down to the organ myself already."
"Ah! And what did you seat"
"Wall, I saw nobody! Do yon boar

III u 9 trs don 9 Jby Af- G 'Kg Company
tin e
Copyright g 6y Tn& 3o3-Afe7-

-
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SYNOPSIS.

Coristsrnatlori la oiined on ths last
plfht that th Opa ra la manaaed by apand Pollgny bscauss of tha
ghost, said to havs bean
esáranos of
In avldsnce on sveral prevloui ocoaatona.
Chrlatlna Doss, a member of the opera
pany, li callad upon to flu a very
"
Jrtant Dart and acorea n rr-- t
Count de Chaany and nis brother
are amona tnoae who aupiaud the
nger. Raoul tries to aee Chrlattne in
IS dreaalna roam, but la unable to do ao
nd later discovers that some one la making love to her. She emerges alone, and
tipo, enterlnn the room he finds It empty.
While the farewell ceremony for the retiring managers la going on. tha Opera
s
(Jhoet appear and Informa the new
that Box No. 5 la reeerved for him.
Box tin ft fa cold with disastrous results,
Xhs managers receive a tetter from the
Opsra Ghost oalting attention to the error. Christine Daas writes Raoul that
he baa sons to vlalt the grave of her
rather. He goes also, snd In the night
follows her to the church. Wonderful
violin muslo Is heard. Raoul visits a
graveyard. Raoul Is found next morning
Mmost frosen. Moncharmln and Richard
Investigate Box No. 6 and decide to ass
the performance of "Faust" from front
box. Csrlotta. who singa
Kats of that
part In "Faust," Is warned to
give ths part to Christine. Carlotta,
refusing, loses her voice In the middle
of a song and the main
chandelier
crashes down, kilting a woman and
wounding many. Raoul aearchea for
Christine, who has disappeared. He 8s
her at last, but doss not speak, and later
from her making an
Snot Is received
for a masked ball. Raoul
meets Christine at the ball. He sees a
person In ths disguise of Red Death.
He hears her conversing with soms ons
whom
she calls Krik. Raoul visits
Christine and tells her he knows ths
name of the unseen man whom she calls
of Music. Christine and Raoul
Ks Angelsecretly
engaged prior to a polar
Raoul Is to make.
Ccpedltton that
a strange adventure with ths
Unseen Erik and promises to run away
with Raoul. Raoul announces his Intention of marrying Christine, which diableases Philippe. In ths midst of a performance the stage Is envsloped In darkness and Christine disappears
I

man-Mar-

(Continued.)

CHAPTER

They were giving Faust, aa it hap- a splendid house. The
Kned, before
reprewas magnificently
sented; and the paragraph In that
morning's Epoque had already produced its effect, for all eyes were
turned to the box In which Count
Philippe sy alone, apparently In
very lndlffeent and careless frame oí
mind. The feminine element In the
brilliant audience seemed curiously
puzzled; and the viscount's absence
gave rise to any amount of whispering behind the fans. Christine Oaae
met with a rather cold reception. That
special audience could not forgive her
(or aiming so high.
The singer noticed this unfavorable
attitude of a portion of the house and
was confused by it.
The regular frequenters of the
opera, who pretended to know the
truth about the viscount's
exchanged significant smiles at certain passages in Margarita's part; and
they made a show of turning and looking at Philippe de Chagny's box when
Christine sang:

"

nobody!"
great on the stage Itself. Men rushed
"What do you want ms to go down
from the wings to the spot where
fort
there
Christine bad been singing that very
"Tou're right!" said the stage-maInstant, The performance was interager, frantically pushing his hands
rupted amid the greatest disorder.
through
his rebellious hair. "You're
Where had Christine gone? What
But there might be some ons
witchcraft had snatched ber away be- right! organ
who could tell us how
fore the eyes of thousands of en at the
stage
came
to be suddenly dark- the
thuslBQtlc onlookers and from the
now
kvenea.
iwnuoiair is mmuoia w
arms of Carolus Fonta himself T It
was as though the angels bad really be found. Do you lnderstand that?"
who disManclalr was the
carried her up "to rest."
on the
Raoul, still standing up In the am- pensed day and night at will
opera.
stage
of
the
phitheater, had uttered a cry. Count
"Mauclalr is not to be found I" rePhilippe had sprung to bis feet in his
peated
Mereler, taken aback. "Well,
box.
People looked at the stage, at
what about his assistants?"
the count, at Raoul, and wondered lr
'There's no Mauclalr and no assistthis curious event was connected In
ants! No one at the lights, I tell
any way with the paragraph in that you!
You can Imagine," roared the
morning's paper. But Raoul hurried"that that little girl
ly left his seat, the count disappeared
off by somemust
from his box and, while the curtain body have been carried
away by
run
else;
she
didnt
was lowered, the subscribers rushed
was
a
herself!
stroke
It
calculated
to the door that led behind the scenes.
and we have to find out about It. . .
The rest of the audience waited amid And what are the managers doing all
an Indescribable hubbub. Every one
time? . . . I gave orders that
spoke at once. Every one tried to sug- this
one was to go down to the lights
gest an explanation of the extraor- no
posted a fireman In front of
and
dinary Incident.
tbe
box beside the organ.
At last, the curtain rose slowly and
Wasn't that right?"
conCarolus Fonta stepped to the
"Yes, yea,
right, quite right
ductor's desk and, In a sad and seri- And now let'squite
wait for the commls
ous voice, said:
sary."
"Ladles and gentlemen, an unr
Tbe
walked away,
precedented event hag taken place
and thrown us into a state of the shrugging his shoulders, fuming, muttering Insults at those milksops who
greatest alarm.
Our sister-artisChristine Oaae, has disappeared be remained quietly squatting in a corfore our eyes and nobody can tell us ner while the whole theater waa topsyturvy.
howl"
Gabriel and Mereler were not so
quiet as all that Only they had re
CHAPTER XIV.
ceived an order that paralysed them.
The managers were not to be disThe Singular Attitude of a 8afety-PlRemy had
Behind the curtain there was an In- turbed on any account
violated that order and met with no
describable crowd. Artists,
dancers, supers, choristers, success.
At that moment he returned from
subscribers were all asking questions,
bis new expedition, wearing a curi
shouting and hustling one another.
ously startled air.
"What became of her?"
you setn them?" asked
"well, havo
"She's run away."
"
"With Hhe Vlcomte de Chagny, 01 Merclei. tj
"Moncharmln opened the door at
course!"
last. His eyes were starting out of
"No. with the count!"
I thought be meant to
"Ah, here's Carlotta! Carlotta did his head.
strike me. I could not get a word In;
ths trick!"
and wbat do you think he shouted at
"No, It was th, ghost!"
'Not'
And a few laughed, especially aa a me? 'Have you a safety-pin'Well, then, clear out!' I tried to Ml
careful examination of the
and boards had put the Idea of an ac- him that an unheard-o- f thing had happened on the stage, but he roared, 'A
cident out of the question.
Qtve me a safety-piat
Amid this noisy throng, three men safety-pin- !
stood talking In a low voice and with once!' A boy heard him he was beldespairing gestures. Tbey were Qa- - lowing like a bull ran up with a
n
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another trick of O. O.'e."
Item y gave a grin, Mereler a sigh
r.nrt cerned about to speak . . tout,
meeting Gabriel's eye, said nothing.
However, Mereler felt his responsibility Ihcreased
as tbe minutes
passed without tbe managers' appearing;; and, at last, he could stand It no
longer
"look here, I'll go and bant them
Out myself!"
GaSrlel, turning very gloomy and
serluks, stopped him.
"l4 careful what you're doing. Mereler:) If they're staying in their
probably because tbey have
to! O. O. has more than one trick
In his bag!"
But Mereler shook his head.
"That's their lookout! I'm going!
If people had listened to me, the police would have known everything
long ago!"
be went
"What's everything
asked Remy.
"Wbat wag there to tall ths police?
Why-- don't you answer, Oabrlel?
.
.
Ah, so you know something!
Well,
yon would do better to tell me. too. If
you dnn't want me to shout out that
you aro all going mad! . . . Yes
thats what you are: mad!"
Oahtiel put on a stupid look and
pretended not to understand the private rocretary's unseemly outburst.
"Wat 'something am I supposed to
know' he said. "I don't know what

'I

r

yuu"?iran

"

Remy began to lose his temper.
"This evening, Richard and Moncharmln were behaving like lunatics,
hava, between the acts."
r?9E never noticed It." growled Oabrlel, very much annoyed.
"Then you're the only onal . . .
Do you think that 1 didn't see them?

that M. Parabise. the
the Credit Central, noticed iothtng?
And that M.
de r Morderle, the ambassador, has
And
manager of

gMK.

.

.

.

no ayes to see with? . . . Why,
all the subscribers were pointing at

our managers!"

"But what were our managers doing?'" asked Oabrlel, putting on his
most innocent air.
"What were they doing? You know
bettor than any one what they were
You were there! And
you v.Te watching them, you and
.
.
Mereler'
And you were the
only two who didn't laugh. . . ."
! don't understand!"
GU lei raised his arms and dropped
them t his sides again, which gesture v s meant to convey that tbe
question did not interest blm In the
Kemy continued:
, least.
"Wir t Is the sense of this new
mania of theirs? Why won't they bave
any one come near tbem now?"
"What? Won't they have any one
come near them?"
"Ajfl they won't let any one touch
.

them!"

"Kliy? Have you
eatas,''t let any one

noticed that
touch them?

also turned about; that ta, he
a semi circle behind Richard
.
.
.
and also walked backward!
And they went like that to the staircase leadfng to tbe managers' office:
backward, backward, backward!
Well, if they are not mad. will you
explain what it means?"
d

I wish I could but know who waa he
Chat addressed me.
If he was noble, or, at least, what his
name Is.
The count sat with his chin on his
hand and seemed to pay no attention
to these manifestations. He kept UIb
yes fixed on the stage; but his
thoughts Appeared to be far away.
Christina lost her
more aad more. She trembled. She
felt e the verge of a breakdown.
. , . Carolug Fonta wondered If she
WW ill. If she could keep the stage unfit the end of the Garden Act. In
the front of the bouse, people remembered the catastrophe that had befallen Carlotta at the end or that act
"
which had
sad the historic

nt

...

my-shoe-

n

Chrlstlnel

Christine!

Raoul's first thought, after Chilstine
fHM!"
base's fantfetlc disappearance, ,waa
"OWrvb you admit It! And high to accuse Erik. He no longer doubtUrns, too! And then, they walk back- ed tbe almost supernatural powers of
ward!"
the Angel of Music, In this domain of
You have seen our the opera In wblch he had set up bla
"Backward!
managers walk backward?
Why, 'I empire.
And Raoul rushed on tbe
thought that only crabs walked back- stage, In a mad fit of love and despair.
v
ward'"
"Christine! Christine!" he moaned,
Don't laugh, Oabrlel; don't laugh!" calling to her as he felt that she must
"I'm not laughing," protested Oa- be calling to him from tbe depths of
brlel, looking as solemn as a Judge.
that dark pit to which the monster
"Perhaps you can tell me this, Ga had carried her. "Christine! Chrisbriel, aa you're an Intimate friend or tine!"
the management: When I went up to
And he seemed to hear the girl's
M. Rtohard, outside the royer, during screams through the frail boards that
the Oarden interval, with my band separated him from ber.
He bent
out before me, why did M. Monchar- forward, he listened,
he wanmln hurriedly whisper to me, "Go dered over the stage like a madman.
away I Go away! Whatever you do, Ah, to descend,' to descend into that
don't touch M. le dlrecteur!' Am 1 pit of darkness every entrance to
supposed to bave an Infectious dis- which was closed to blm, . . . toi
ease?"
the stairs that led below tbe stags
"It's incredible!"
were forbidden to one and all thai
And, a little later, when M. de La night!
Bordarla went up to M. Richard, didn't
.
.
."
"Christine!
you asa M. Moncharmln tltng himself
People pushed him aside, laughing.
ix-ween them and hear him exclaim. They made fun of him. Tbey thought
M rambassadeur,
I entreat you not
the poor lover's brain waa gone!
to touch M. le dlrecteur?'"
By what mad road, through what
.
And what passages of mystery and darkness
"Its terrible!
was Richard -- doing meanwhile?"
known to him alone bad Erik dragged
"What was he doing? Why, you that
d
child to the awful
saw nlm!
He turned about, bowed haunt, with the Louis Philippe room
in front of him, though there was noopening out on the lake?
body In front of him, and withdrew
Why
"Christine! Christine!
backward."
don't you answer? . . . Are yon
Backward?"
alive? . . "
"And Moncharmln. behind Richard,
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
ili)B-A.-io!tt'- r
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Holy angel, la heaven blessed . . .
arms outAnd Christine, her
stretched, her throat filled with musía
the glory of her hair falling over her
bare shoulders, uttered the divine cry:
Sly spirit longs with thee to rest I"
It was at that moment that the
stage was suddenly plunged in darkness. It happened so quickly that the
spectators hardly had time to utter a
sound of stupefaction, for the gas at
noe lit up the stage again.
But
Christine Dane was no longer there)
What had become of her? What
wsa that miracle! All exchanged

Under the Grand Old Flag

"My Spirit

tongs With Thee to Restl"

Mereler, tbe
and Remy, the secretary. Tbey retired to a corner of the
lobby by which tha stage communicates with the wide paasage leading
to ths foyer or the ballet . Here they
stood and argued behind some enormous "properties."
"I knocked at the door," said Remy.
"They did not answer. Perhapa tbey
are not in tha office. In any casa, its
Impossible to find out tor they took
the keya with them."
"Tbey" were obviously the manglances without understanding, and
ths excitement at ones reached Its agers, who had given orders, during
Msg was the tension any lejas tha last entr'acte, that they wars not

gsH.

an American flag lasbed to the barrel
of bis rifle.
"Wha are you carrying that Bag
for?" asked Mr. O'Malley.
"Well."
said tbe
guide,
"you
Frank O'Malley, who hucksters
words to magaxlnea, admitted the oth- wouldn't fire on the grand old start
er day that last (all h made his first and stripes, would you?" Herbert
trip Into the woods. Mr. O'Malley told Corey In the Cincinnati Times-Star- .
aimut the pleasure he took In outfitting
Great Plague of London.
for tha trip that pleasure being added
Medical authorities agree that the
to by the assumption of fi'eudly relations with the manfiger of a downtown epidemic which prevailed in London
sporting goods itere. "I bad known In 1666 was wbat we now call bu
him by sight for a long time," said bonlc plague. It is well known tbat
Mr. O'Malley, "for I bave a little office this "Black Death" was prevalent In
Immediately above the store he man various parts of the world In ancient
ages. But I had never gotten acquaint- times. The outbreaks were peculiarly
ed with blm. He seemed an unap- violent then by reason of the condl
sort of tlons of poverty and tbe almost total
proachable and stand-offistrip to absence of sanitation. It was tbe anman. Thon I made a week-euAtlantic City, and forgot to turn of cient medical writers who gave It tha
tbe tan In my stationary washstand name of the plague.
In my little office on tbe floor ImmediThe mortality In London In 1661
ately above tbe sporting goods stare. was appalling. Thousands were swept
"So," saya Mr. O'Malley. "when came away by the droad malady, and there
back from Atlantic City, that's bow waa a great exodus from the stricken
I got acquainted with the manager."
city. Some of tha medical authorities
In tha Maine woods Mr. O'Malley ac thought It had been brought into Lon
quired a guide named Fred. The guide don In bales of merchandise coming
watched with some apprehension aa from Holland, which originally cams
Mr. O'Malley took lengths of gun bar- rrom the Levant; others contends
rel and jointed them together, and pre- tbat It waa brought In by Dutch pris
pared for his tour through the woods oners of war.
When thsy
In search of big game.
wars finally ready to penetrate tbe forThs longest Ufa la but an
est depths, tha guide aame ut with tary school. Lady Warwln
Woodsman, Accompanying Tenderfoot
by Ns Mesne Actuated by Sentiment Alone.

brlel, tbe

acting-manage-

chorus-master-

;

and gave It to blm, whereupon Moncharmln slammed tbe door
In my tace, and there you ara!"
"And couldn't you bave said. 'Christine Daaa?' "
"I should Ilka to have asen you In
my place. Ha waa foaming at tbe
mouth. He thought of nothing but his
safety pin. I believe, If they hadn't
brought him one on the spot, be would
have fallen down in a fit I . . . Ob,
all this Isn't natural; and our managers ara going mad! . .
Besides,
it can't go on Ilka thla! I'm not used
to being treated In that fashion I"
Suddenly Oabrt1
ih.m.ui.
safety-pi-

n

.

OR BAD STOMACH

"Perhaps they were practicing a

Ch-istl-

momentarily interrupted her career
in Paris
Just then, Carlotta made ber entrance in a box facing the stage, a
saasastsnal entrance. Poor Christine
raised her eyes upon this fresh subject of excitement. She recognized
her rival. She thought she saw a
sneer on her lips. .That saved her.
She forgot everything, in order to
triumph once more.
From that moment the prima donna
sang with all her heart and soul. She
tried to suipass all that she had done
till then; and she succeeded. In the
last act when she began the Invocation to the angels, nhe made all the
members of the audience feel as
though they too had wings.
In the center of the amphitheater
a man stood up and remained stand
ing, facing the singer. It waa Raoul.

GAS

figure In the ballet," suggested Oa- Time it! Papc's Diapepsin ends
all Stomach misery in five
brlel, without much conviction in his
voice.
minutes.
The secretary waa furious at tbls
wretched Joke, made at so dramatic a
Do sonto foods yon aat hit back-ta- ste
moment Ha knit his brows and congood, but work badly; ferment
put
bis Into stubborn lumps and cause a sick,
tracted his Hps. Then be
mouth to Gabriel's ear:
sour, gassy atomach? Now, Mr. or
"Don't be so sly, Gabriel. Tbsrs Mrs. Dyspeptic, Jot this down: Pape's
are things going on for wblch you and Diapepsin digests everything, leaving
Mereler are partly responsible."
nothing to sour and upset you. Then
"What do you mean?" asked Oabrlel. nevar waa anything so safely quick, aa
"Christine Dsae Is not tbe only one certainly effective. No dlffei ence how
who suddenly disappeared tonight"
badly your stomach is disordered yon
"Oh, nonsense!"
Di get happy relief In five minutas,
'There's no nonsense about It Per- but what pleases you most la that it
haps you can tell me why, when strengthens
and regulates your stomMother Olry came down to the foyer ach ao you can eut your favorite foods
Just now, Mereler took her by tha without fear.
hand and hurried her away with him?"
You feel
as soon as "Pape's
"Really?" said Gabriel. "I never Diapepsin" different
comes in contact with tha
saw It"
atomach distress
vanishes your
"You did see It, Gabriel, for you stomach goto swoet,Just
no gases, no belchwent with Mereler and Mother Olry ing, no
eructations of undigested food.
to Mercler's office. Since then, you
Go now, make the beat
and Mereler bave been seen, but ao you )ver made, by getting investment
a large fifty-ceone has seen Mother Olry "
Pape's
Diapepsin
case
of
from any
"Do you think we've eaten her?"
atore. You realize In five minutes how
"No, but you've locked ber up In
needless It Is to suffer from Indigesthe office; and any one passing tbe tion, dyspepsia or bad stomach. Adv.
office can hear her yelling, 'Oh, tbe
scoundrels! Oh, the scoundrels!'"
HENPECK HAS LITTLE JOKE
At this point of this singular conversation, Mereler arrived, all out of
For Once He Turned the Tablea on
breath.
His Wife, and Surely Had a
"There!" he said, In a gloomy voice.
Right to Laugh.
I
"It's worse than ever!
Open
a
serious matter!
shouted. 'It's
Henpeck was In
delight
state
the door! It's I, Mereler.' I heard all the evening; Ita was soof evident
footsteps. The door oponed and Monat last we asked whether some
charmln appeared. He was very pale. that
one
had
left him a fortune.
He said, 'What do you want?' I anIs the Joke of tha
"No,
swered. 'Some one has run away with age. I but it
laughing all day.
been
have
you
do
think This morning
Christine Dane.' What
I went Into tha
when
he said? 'And a good Job, too!' And dining
room at breakfast time there
he shut the door, after putting this
was no meal visible. I went Into my
In my hand."
room and there she was still
Mereler opened bis hand: Remy and wife's
asleep. So unlike Bertha, you know.
Oabrlel looked.
(
called her: 'Say, Bertha, It's eight
cried Hemy.
"The safety-pin!- "
1 want my breakfast.'
Not a
j'clock;
"Strange! Strange!" muttered Oamovement. I shouted; shook the bed;
brlel, who could not help shivering.
Suddenly a voice made them all brought In the frying pan and beat
the reveille upon It. All to no purthree turn round.
pose. What was I to do? Time was
gentlemen.
Could
"I beg pardon,
passing and I didn't feel inclined to
you tell me where Christine Uaae la?
go to work hungry.
Get my owa
In spite of the seriousness of the
Not on your life. What
breakfast?
circumstances, the absurdity of tbe am I married for?
Then a bright
question woukl have made them roar thought struck me. I took off
with laughter, It they bad not caught
crept as quietly as I could along
that the passage; a board creaked; in a
sight of a face so sorrow-strickethey were at once seized with pity. It moment
Bertha was awake.
was the Vlcomte Raoul de Chagny.
" 'James, where have you been?'
"And you should have seen her
CHAPTER XV.
when she realised the truth. Ha! ha!"

...

love-stor-

INDIGESTION,

DIZZY,

SIRK
UIUM

HEADACHY,

ÜAbWb

0

cleanse your liver and
sluggish bowels while
you sleep.

Gently

Get a
box.
Sick headache, biltousneas, dizziness, coated tongue, foul lasts and fool
breath alwaya trace them to torpid
liver; delayed, fermenting food In tha
bowels or eour, gassy atomach.
Poisonous matter clogged in the Intestines, Instead of being cast out
of the system is
into tha
blood. When thin poison reaches tha
delicate brain tlt.iue It causes congestion and that dull, throbbing, sickening headacho.
Cascareis Immediately cleanse tha
stomach, remove the sour, undigested
food and foul gaaea, take the excess
bile from tbe liver and carry out all
the constipated waste matter and
poisons in the bowels.
A
will surely
Cascaret
straighten you out by morning. They
work while you sleep a
box
from your druggist means your head
clear, stomach sweet and your liver
and bowels regular for montbs. Adv.
10-ce-

10-ce-

Made Him Tired.
Robert Is small, but rapidly leaving
behind the baby age that tolerates sen
tlment. Not long since be ov.erheard
a young married couple of his ao
qualntance billing and cooing, not, be
It noted, for the first time. The grows
folk present smiled, but Robert's face
remained solemn. Only, as he bent
over the childish task that apparent!
absorbed him. he was heard to murmur, acornrully:
Ixvlng again!"
"Ooodness!

TRIED REMEDY
FOR THE QRIP.
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No Cause

2R

For Complaint

A chronic disease is spreading this particular section
of the country at this time and a great number of the mer

chants are making dramatic scenes of what are in other
. ountries
natural conditions such as are inevitable. The
cause for complaint lies mostly with those who have not
the stigma to withstand natural conditions when they are
confronted with them.
Some people are given to standing on the street corners and whine about the conditions of the country and
the shortage of money among the consumers. These conditions are natural and the country is not on this mundane
sphere where like conditions are not prevalent. It takes
a certain amount of stigma to go through many of the
ordeals in a new country, but the conditions as they are
today in Colfax county are no worse than other sections of
the United States, and not as bad as many that could be
mentioned.
The man who spends his leisure time on the street
corners and complains about tbe conditions of the country
is, as a rule, the first one who will throw up his hands and
expect the public to assist him to come through a little
flurry. On the other hand, the man who is paying attention to his business and using his brains as to what course
he would follow, should business decrease in volume and
size, is the one who will come out on .top of the deck when
the cards are properly shuffled' and the deal made.
One man can create more hard time feelings among
the merthants in twenty four hours, than can be remedied
in one year, and this bunk does not pay.
The communi- itijts midrtst a certain number of people whoeldom
pass up an opportunity to cast a bad reflection upon the
business in size and volume that is being carried on, and
each community has likewise people who have the stigma
to stand at their post of dutv and use their brains to en
large their business and keep it from decreasing, even if it
coss money o do so.
This particular section has made a remarkable ad
vance during the past eighteen months, and the town has
increased in size during that time. The tax receipts are
larger, the schools have a larger enrollment and every in
dication points that Colfax county is starting to come to
the front as no other county in the state. But these little
things are forgotten by the greater majority of the people
and their only relief is to curse the community and the
dullness of the business.
Those sour faced knockers should be relegated to the
rear and give men opportunities to enter business who can
stand a riffle in business without discouraging the public

The press is now discussing the fact that the Cali,
fornia Federal court has sentenced two men to the federal
prison for violating the Mann white slave act, and that
the same court in Kansas has acquitted a man who committed a crime which is claimed to be of the same nature.
While both crimes are about of the same nature it must
not be forgotten that the Mann white slave act deals only
with cases where men have contributed to the delinquincy
of girls in interstate traffic. The court in California had
this one point to contend with, while the court in Kansas
had to deal with a case where the traffic was not beyond
the boundary of the state. While there is no doubt but
what both cases in different states are serious crimes and
the parties interested should receive a severe punishment,
the fact remains that law is law, and being such, it is ignorance of the most vital question that causes other opinions as to the decisions of the courts.

to the farm" slogan must be revived in the near future, unless the consumers decide to
pay one dollar for a pound of round steak, according to the
statements made at the meat packers association in Chica
go last week. With the millions of acres of land lying in
a dormant state in New Mexico, it seems as though New
Mexico could produce one or two more beeves a year if the!
Interest

telephone service depend largely upon mutual
The telephone is more useful to those who talk as
GOOD to
face, for civility removes difficulties and facilface
itates the promptest possible connections.
As in other intercourse, it often happens that two or more people
wish to talk with the same person at the same time. Without
courtesy confusion is inevitable, and the confusion is greater
when the people cannot see each other.
The operators must be patient and polite under all circumstances, but they will do better work If they meet patience and
politeness on the part of telephone users.
The Bell Telephone Service enters intimately into the social
and business life of each individual. The best results come
through the practice of mutual courtesy.

Ckarabereburf, Pi Mil mind affected by the Intense heat hare, Mack
I5C Shearer, thirty years old, was foun
aoc sitting on the 16 foot flag pole In fronf
of the Friendship Bnaine house. Hd
was praying at the top of his rote
Persons aroused froth their sleep hnr
rted from their bosses scantily clad
In spite of their coaxing Shearer

Net (or consecutive ads. per column inch
One insertion only, per column inch

EDITORIAL

Penn-ayfvanla-

C

1879.'

ADVERTISING RATES

W

HEAT MADE MAN CLIMB POLE

in the "back

land could be purchased and properly tilled. It is a certainty that the increase in beef products would be remarkable could this land be ploughed and tilled and made to
produce more feed for stock than is being raised at the
present time. But go tell it to Sweeney.

would not deecend. Aeked where he
wta from he answered: "Prom hell."
"Where are you going?''
"To heaven. "
It was learned that the man had
wandered about town all night. When
he was finally persuaded to descend
he was put la the car of a phvaf
claa.
BOY GIVES UP 21 -- MILE SWIM
Harry

Kflonaky. Comes Within
Yard of Making the Very

300

Distant lost.

New York. After struggling la the
water lfi hours and tl minutes In his a
tempt to corar tbe 21 miles between
the battery and Bandy Hook Harry
V

The Mountain States Telephone and
Telegraph Company

NOTICE.
All tresspass on tbe J. M Heel
ranch, in Coltax County, whethe.
for the purpose of hunting, fishing,
pulling wild fruit, or cutting fire
wood, or for any purpose whatso"
ever, without leave, is strictly pro
Ellonsky Preparing to Divagar
'fljjAsvdK fited, and ail tresspassers will
Klioneky, a ntneteeo year-oliTSSdrb' prosecuted fo the full extent ol
from New London, Conn.,
to quit within 800 yarda of his goal, be the law.
causo the Incoming
tide wrs too
( Signed)
J. M. Heck.
ntrorig, and because his attendants following him in a row boat, were so seasick that they could not help him to
navigate any further. The young
swimmer, who weights 266 pounds,
came nearer to accompllahing the oft
tried for feat than anyone ever did.
Kllonsky seen in the photo ready to
dive, after hla swim, stated that nexr
year he would attempt to swim tha
English channel, and feels confident
after his long swim of the 19th that ha
trip,
could make the England-PrancIn order to benefit by tbe ebb tide, ha
started from the battery. New York, at
1:09 a. m. and at 8:80 p. m. had
passod within tbe last red buoy htt
Bandy Hook.
e

AVISO.
El trespanar dentro del pasteo del W. S.
en el Candado de Colfax con la mira d
yaza, pezca, recogor fruta silvestre o cor-ta- t
maeera seca o para cualesquieraotroe.
fin sin permiso; se prohibe est rictament
s
c equellos que asi traspasaren serán
al lleno de la ley.

Artistic

Printing

prose-cutado-

Por(Krimado)
WILLIAM FRENCH,
la Compnaia de Heces del W. S.

NOTICE.
All trespassing in the W. S. Pasture in
Colfax county, whether for the purpose of
BAD
PASTOR'S
15 MINUTES hunting, fishing, pulling wild fruit, or cutting fire wood, or for any purpose whatsoAtlantic City Minister Is Held Pt sort- ever, without leave, is strictly prohibited
er With Hand Crushed Under
and all trespassers will be prosecuted to
ash.
the lull extent of the law.
(Signed)
WILLIAM FRENCH,
AUantlc City, N. J With hla hand
for W. S. Land & Cattle Co.
crushed under a falling sash, which
ha was unable to move, Rev. Dr. C
pastor of Christ M P
I). Slnklnson,
church, was held prisoner In the edifice for fully fifteen minutes, suffer
CIMARRON
Ing' excruciating pain all the
hile
FURNITURE COMP Y
Dr. Slnklnson was alone In the church
at Hi- time and not until he was abr-j- t
to succumb from the pain was his
Two men
predicament dlifcavered
passing the church beard his feeble
Carry a full line of
cries for aid, anil, hurrying Inside. r
leased him Dr. Slnklnson. nun of the
a no CASKETS
COFFINS
clergyman, and who Is ati uhhUjiuii
beach surgeon, wan u hi mooed
TELEPHONE SO
found that three of his fnther'a tla;
Sirs were hn.llv "nuti.-.ClMARRON, N. M.

Executed

I

Undertakers

GOES

INTO

FIRE

FOR

BABY

The Child Died After a New Mexico
Man's Heroic Effort to
Rescue It.
Artesla. N. at At a fire which destroyed the residence of Dr. A. U
C. H. Hudson,
Taylor,
a lineman,
crawled through a burning room Mat
on bis face three times to save tha
three year old son of Doctor Taylor.
Aa be went through the room a hosa
was played on his back to save hita
from the beat He was forced to come
out twice withoMt tbe child, but the
third tima ha found the boy on the
floor of a closet and brought him
back. The baby was so badly burned
that It died soon after It was brought

J. B. Lusk

Color, Book, Catalogue, Commercial

PRINTERS
Estimates Furnished

on all Classes of

Job Work
Mail Orders Delivered Promptly at
all times

Cimarron

ATTORNEY AT LAW
OA R K TV I.

ATTENTION

GIVEN TO AM.

BUSINESS

Practice in State Courts
Office over Bank Building
N. Mex.
Cimarron,

The News

Publishing

gives the

news when is is news.

Those farmers who have been complaining about the
soil being so hard to plough, cannot make any such statements now, since the recent rains. They should attend to

their plows and prepare the ground for next year. Pall
ploughihg is far better than spring work. The farmer who
does his work in spring usually is tbe last one in tall.

Company
Phone 37

Farm Machinery

2

LOCAL ITEMS

t

Just like mother's only better,
is the pastry we bake at Weber's
Restaurant and Baker v.

For Sale or Trade

We carry a complete
farm machiney.

line of

Everything used

on the farm fropi a shovel to a
traction engine and outfit.
all

kinds of farm machinery.

R

ÍDr. A. M. Whitmarsh departed
Meals at all hours are served at Wednesday for Farmington, N.
M., where she will open up dental
Weber's Restaurant and Bakery.

Swastika coal, the most heat for
vour money, sold by J. W. Swear- - .; F. S. Dinkins departed Wednesmgen.
day for Raton where he will take
Up (lie work of his vocation as
Ed Springer has purchased a
Marman "40" car which he drove
to Cimarron Tuesday from Raton.

Investigate our prices before you
in

If

we cannot save

Lail Implement & Supply Co.
-

Buy, Sell and Exchange all kinds of
Second Hand

the Cimarron News.

on-

a

convinced.

business trip.

Our Bread

ti.

Streicher came up from
Saturday and spent Sunday on
Ms urn at the Urraca Ranch.
Ra-fj-

A

!

Is

Also For Sale at the Rohr Meat Market

Weber's Bakery

Wy-me- r,

es were forced unto them since the
ascension in the price of feed,

Friday vill be tag day, when a
large number of Raton young ladies will sell tags to enlarge the
public library fund, with which to
purchase books.

Ó wing
Geo. H. Webster, Jr., went to
to the bad condition ol
the county seat town Tuesday to the !ads, the tourists who were
be present while the, fair is in pro - 'M6m 'd to have passed throughJ
gress.
Crmatiron the first of the week on PROPHET TOLD OF SLIT SKIRT
thuir way to Taos, did not arrive. Mr Charla. D. Puyster Ookrwlir
The Ratou- Fair Boosters did not
Prediction In 1704 I. Found
Willie Rohr is in charge of the arrive
In Colorado.
at all as the roads were imRohr Meat Market during the ab- passable for
autos.
Cornish,
diaphanous
Colo. The
sence of his brother Charlie in
town and the silt skirt, which throat
n th. modos 'of IBIS, Is the fulfill
of the prophecy and the hopes
"Oklahoma Slim," a cowpuncb-e- r ment
of Sir Charles de Puyster Ooldwln of
in the employ of T. J. Jackson Scotland, who lived 200 years ago, ac
Messrs. Brinkhaus and Arthur
was
arrested the latter part of last cording to an ancient manuscript
Ladd were passengers to Raton on
week
on the charge of being drunk found by Miss Faith Corson Smith, In
Tuesday, where they will place
an old trunk in the attic of her homo.
The manuscript was dated November
Iruits and grains on exhibition for and disorderly. He was taken
10, 1704, and reads In part:
guilty
pleaded
where
the
court
fair.
the
"The time hath come when I think
and was fined $5 and costs. The
there Is much to be revealed to my
cots being $9.75, or a total of children's children In clothing th huMatt Heck came down from the Í14.75. He was ordered to leave man form.
"I cannot believe that men will forMoreno Valley the first of the town and departed for Arizoua on
ever
wear wigs, swords and knee
week to attend to business matters Wednesday.
breeches and such like fopperies.
and renew old acquaintances.
"Ladles should not be so otrcum
spect In their dress, which Is cumbersome, and the long trains which
please tbolr majesties this year of our
Bud Thompson and Tom Sears
Ixird seem to be naught but a design
to couooal that which th
employees of the Santa Fe shops
(Continued from
page.)
Creator
should be revealed.
at Raton, were in Cimarron SaturThe price of cream has advanc- meant
"Perhaps posterity will learn that
day, doing some work iu the local ed fitom 40c to 60c a quart. The there Is naught to be ashamed of In
shops. They departed for their changes being made October 1st. that which Uod hath created, no mathomes Sunday.
Uairymen state that the new pric- - ter what station In life It may be men
tioned. The Creator never mwot
-

swearingen.Prop.

be-lo-

Attorney-at-La- w

- - New Mexico.

Furniture

It pays to advertise in

Patronize home industry and
buy your bakery goods at Weber's
Restaurant and Bakery.

-

i

L. S. Wilson

iaton,

j Messrs.

F. J. Marriott and A. C.
who have been attending ot
business matter in Cimarron and
C. F. Remsburg returned to his the mining camps west of here the
home in Raton Tuesday, after at- past ten days, returned to their
tending to matters of business at bon s Tuesday after a most proUte Park a few days.
fitable visit.

Livery and Feed Stables in Connection. Draying to all parts of
Phone 56
the city.
w

Chss. Springer returned .Tuesday from a two weeks absence in
the east.
Cole and Vasey and
and
Mrs.
tit.
C. Ü. l'ease autoed
to the county seat town Tuesday

ames Curtis departed Monday
for El Paso, where he wili spend
the winter with one of his sisters.

Best grade Lump and Egg
SWASTIKA COAL

Cimarron Transfer Co. J

B A. R. Fish of Miami was a business visitor in Cimarron Tuesday.

points in California.

New Mexico.

-- EXCLUSIVE AGENCY FOR-- v"

Cimarron Furn. Co.

Geo. Sullivan spent a few days
Trinidad the first of the week.

C. O. Peas5 returned Sunday
from a three weeks absence at

you money than buy elsewhere.

Cimarron,

There may be a difference
in the shape or our bread
and that which is imported
but WE KNOW that BET-TEBREAD is larger and
unadulterated, the best that
skilled labor can produce
under the most sanitary
conditions. Our pastry line
is complete and made at
home. Try a loaf of our
BETTER BREAD and be

40 acre fruit and alfalfa farm,
Im is. Pat Gallagher came down
with 900 gallon flowing well. Nice
jom the Moreno Valley Monday
7 room house, good barn and other improvements. For particulars afld went to Ratou the following
i4fy to spend a few days visiting
inquire of
Matkin Supply Co. flth friends.

offices.

We can save you money on

buy elsewhere.

Better Bread

I. R. Mills was among those
o went to Raton Tuesday on
iiness.

Fruits and products of all descriptions were sent to Raton on
Tuesday to be placed on exhibition
for the fair. It is a foregone conclusion that the country tributary
to Cimarron will receive its share
g
of the prizes and premiums
by the past.
judg-Kin-

re

Raton

lt

ind women to be so burdened with
velvet ribbons, lace and powder that
his handiwork should be concealed or
distorted. The Romans. It seems to
me, were much more sennible than we
are today, and it may bn in a dozen
score ( years that peopit .. of the
world will grow to discs rd these 'ate
changes, which are only wt rs
those which were their immediate

'nn

predecessors."

Ooldwln lived on the Stettlsb side
the border until be became Involved in political offenses that made
him a fugitive to London, where this
fashions of the time evoked his displeasure and his prophecy.

of

BURY ALL BOTTLES IN WOODS
Growing Belief That Sun's Rays Passing Through Glass Starts Some
of the Fires.

Centralis. Wash Heer and whisky
bottles, carelessly thrown to th
ground In timbered areas, are apt to
cause forest fires, according to the
opinion of E. AV. Ferris, state fire
warden.
1
Mr. Ferris said that fire wardens
hud been instructed to bury all bottles
they saw In order that they may not
act as a concentrating medium for
the sun's rays and start Hrj-- in dry
leaves and moss.
"1 have had many reports of fires
that undoubtedly started in thla manner," said Mr. Ferris, "and I do not
doubt in the least the opinion that
there is danger from this source. It
rounds odd. but undoubtedly It Is

ri

"

Farm Lands for Sale or Trade
Two exceptional values in Minnesota and California farm and fruit lands, are offered for
sale or trade for Cimarron or Colfax County Real Estate. Ill health compels a change
36 acres oí choice California fruit
land, 7 miles from Lodi, 80 rods from
school house, on acadamized road, and
80 rods from trolley line. Price $80
per acre, or will trade for town lots.

Call

6

acres of Minnesota timber and
farm land, 40 acres cleared, balance
good heavy merchantable timber, can
all be cut and sold at good price.
1

1

$2,500.

Will trade for property.

or write the Cimarron News for further information

CIMARRON NEWS

A Soldiers EdmardD. Clark

Wo len never really admirt
Tbey are too buey ad
such thefs clothes.

other

Via hmmv
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Flirt Uro
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the laundress.

And Vary Far.
"Uoaalpa ara not reliable persona."
"Tet whatever they aay, goes."
At the Telephone.

"Waa that your sister calling yon

apt"

it was my wife calling me

"No;
down."

The Cause.
"TM speaker yesterday was In very
bad voice, He had a regular croak."
"Maybe he had a frog In his

throat"
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"
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It is cruel to force nauseating,
harsh physio into a
sick child.
Look back at yonr childhood day
Remember the "dose" mother Insisted
on castor oil. calomel, cathartics.
How you hated them, how you fought
against taking them
With our children It's different
Mothers who cling to the old form o
pbys'c simply don't realise what they
do. 1 t children's revolt Is
ed. T.iplr tender little "Insldes" an
Injured by them.
If your child's stomach, liver and
bowels need cleansing, give only deli
clous "California Syrup of Figs." Its
action is positive, but gentle. MUUoni
of mothers keep this harmless "frail
laxative" handy; they know children
love to take it; that It never falls t
clean the liver and bowels and sweet
en the stomach, and that a'teaapoonfuf
given today saves a sick child ttomor
welt-founo- V

meek-lookin- g

CHILDLESS

Improving Constantinople.
Constantinople's scheme for a metropolitan electric line is well under
way.
It Includes the formation of
what Is known aa the Ottoman Metropolitan company, capitalised at
$6,000,000 for the purpose of building and operating the line. Work Is
to be finished as far as Pancaldl in
four and a half years from October 1,
1912, according to the terms of the
contract, and the rest will follow
period.
A new
within a
bridge over the Golden Horn will be
part of the work.

WOMEN
Then women onoe childless, now happy nf
MiTsiOftllT well with healthy chtlJrenwill toll how
Plnaharo's Vegetable Compound made
Ural
an tills possible. Her are the u ames and correct
addresses write them II you want to, and learn
or yourself. They are only a few out ot many
. v i
thousands.
uur. uní, imuy
strong and healthy and

re attribute this re
sult to the timely use

I

ten-ye-

prison.
Before the troop had left Fort Banka with Its
nose to the red-ho- t
trail of Gerónimo there had
Joined aa an enlisted man a strapping young officer who aald that he came frcm St. Louis. His
name waa Barlow, and he was assigned to the
troop of which Tracy was the Junior officer, and
he went with It on Its chase across the border
Barlow on every occasion possible attached
himself to Tracy's person. Whenever there was
scouting party detached from the main body
and put under the second lieutenant's command
Barlow asked that he might be assigned to it to
ahar.5 In the scouting duty. He was a reserved
fellow and apparently of superior education.
There were no camp Jokes for him. He waa
grave and taciturn. Tracy had noticed the evident attachment 6f the man to him, and as he
was a capable soldier and willing to dare and
to do anything he was glad to have him a part
of his outfit when on detached and dangerous
service.
On the morning following the night that the
troop was practically without water and In a
country devoid of all green thlnga save the forbidding cactus, the troop commander told Tracy
that he had better make a abort reconnoissance,
feel out the country for the enemy and. above all,
try to locate water. To attempt a march under
that hot Mexican aun with the men, and with any
idea of effective service, was foolhardy.
Tracy told his captain that he would take but
one man with him; that they would strike southwest, where It waa thought a better prospeot of
water lay, and that they would return as soon aa
a find was made. He aelected Barlow for his
companion, and the two struck out through the
country.
black,
They went on for three hours. Not a drop of
the element of which tbey were In search. Their
tongues were blistered. They drank sparingly of
tuo water In tbelr canteena, pressed on for another hour and then knew that they must return.
Back they started. They followed their onwaid
trail aa well aa they could, but at times It was
lost, and then circling waa necessary to take It
up again.
At noon they lust It and could not
find It again. There was a great Jagged rock rising to the westward which neither recognized.
"lieutenant." aald Barlow, "we're gofng wrong
We never came this way. The sun doesn't bear
right. It should be more to our right. I believe
that we are going almoat directly at right anglea
to the camp."
Tbey circled again and again, but no trace of
the trail. Then the conclusion forced itself on
Tracy that they were lost They wandered on
uatll the sun went down beyond the black rocks
Then they each drank sparingly of the precious
contents of the canteens, and lay down on the
gray deaert to sleep.
t
round shot.
The sun came up like a
Tracy and Barlow ate the last of their single
ration, and took one awallow of water apiece.
Then on they went again. Twenty-fouhours
passed. The sub cama up once more, and with
Its coming they staggered forward
The canteens were empty. They looked for the cactus
whose leaf yields a Juice that helps fight off the
demon of thirst. They could not find It. The
only vegetation wore occasional clumps of stunt-aprickly pear cactua, the Juice of whose leaves
accentuates thirst.
hours. The msn cheered
Another twenty-foueach other on like the soldiers they were. Tracy
began to feel the coming of delirium. Oh, for a
draught of water!
He looked at Barlow. The
man's eyes were burntng. but they had a courage in them, and something else In their depths
which Tracy never before had seen there. On
and on and on They could go no further. Suddenly Barlow turned to Tracy and aald In a vo'ce
that was choked from the clutching of thirst's
hand at his throat: "lieutenant. I was afraid
that we might be tempeted to drink this long
ago, so I saved It for the last extremity
Lieutenant, I have one good drink of water apiece
left In my canteen "
sun-seare- d

.

red-ho-
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"We

Mrs.

O. A.
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daughter In the city, and their last Inson, who
structions to their grown-uwas a heavy sleeper, were to be aure
and wind his alarm clock, so that he
would be In time for his work the next
p

Harlow shook the canteen, and Tracy heard the
splash oí ihf water within.
"Drink; you
in ink, Harlow," aald Tracy.
saved it and it ahould be yours. Drink, drink It,
I say
It may give you strength to go on. If you
get back, boy, and the men strike water, ask
them to come after my body."
Tracy was reeling His brain was awhlrl and
his whole system on fire.
"Lieutenant," said Harlow, "I had more In my
canteen than you had In yours when we started.
Men In an extremity like this should share and
share alike. I'll take my cgp and we'll divide tne
water."
"Is there enough for the two and to do any
good?" asked Tracy,
"Yes." said Barlow, "one good drink for each."
"111 not touch a
"Drink first," said Tracy.
drop until my command is served."
"All right,

sir," said Barlow.

Tracy turned away for a moment. He heard
the gurgle of water. Would It never come his
turn to drink? Barlow spoke: "Lieutenant, I'm
took more than half. Here Is what's
afraid
1

left."
He poured the water gurgling from the canteen
into the cup. There was a good round drink.
Mid Barlow. "I had more
"Take It. Ileute-.tiit,- "

than that"
Tracy seised the cup and drained It. Oh. the
Joy of it!
New life went surging through him.
His eyes cleared. He looked at Barlow. There
waa
was no new life In the man's eyes. His
drooping.
"Barlow," said Tracy fiercely,
me. You never drank a drop "

!'

"you

deceived

Something like a smile came Into Barlow's
face.
"Forgive me, lieutenant," he said, "but there
was only enough for one." And then he staggered
and ft forward. Tracy caught blm lu his arms,
and, wegk though he was, managed to support his
burden.
"Lieutenant," whispered Barlow, "go on. You
are nous enough and may reach camp. If you
do, just come back and bury me here."
Then the man drew his officer's head close to
Barlow almost
him and whispered something.
"Yes, It's true. I was the
let fall his burden
guilty one and your brother was innocent and a
sacrifice. Take this." and he drew a paper from
his blouse and put it in Tracy's hand. "Forgive
me, lieutenant," he said, and as he spoke his
empty canteen swung from his side and struck
against Tracy's knee.
"Forgive you? Yes. Barlow?' he aald.
The enlisted man looked up, smiled and died.
Tracy let his burden gently to the earth, and
then he pressed in, for now there was an added
life in hla veins and an added Interest In living.
He reached the top of the ridge
and looked
Mow i
The camp was below blm. Not the old
camp, but the old troop and a new camp and by
the bank Of a stream
Refreshed with food, sleep and the yet more
precious water. Tracy recovered.
The paper
which Ttarlow had given him contained proof of
his brother's Innocence. Tracy led a squad back
to the point where he had left Barlow. They
found his body. There was peace In the man's
face. He was given a soldier's burial, and on the

DIDN'T KNOW
Tha'i Coffee Was Causing Her Trouble.
So common Is the use of coffee aa a
beverage, many do not know that It ia
tae cause of many obscure aus wmcu
are often attributed to other things.
Tha easiest wuy to find out lor one
self Is to quit the coffee for a while,

Upieousi.

Moutegut, La.
-- 1
have one of the
finmtt baby girls yott
ever saw. 'Mrs. C.B.
Goodwin, 1012 B. 6th,
St., Wilmington, N.O.
"My husband Is the
happiest man alive toMrs. Clara
day."
UAKBBAKK, SOT Manir
la 6t., Buffalo, N.Y.
" Now I have a nloe
baby girl, the Joy of
our home." Mrs. Do--

d

morning.
Monday noon they got back to the
house and were surprised to find the
blinds closed exactly as they had been
left the Friday previous on their departure. As they let themselves into
the bouse they heard their son's voice
coming sleepily from his bedroom:
"What's the matter? Did you miss
your train?"

a

little baby glrL"Mrs

couple were prepar
with a
lug to leave for a week-enmiddle-age-

are at last
sweet

Massed with

Big Sleep.

A

STLVA COTSI, NO.
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So. Gato St, Worcester, Mass.
' I have a fine strong
baby daughter now."
Mrs. A. A. Giles,
M. X.
Dewittvllle,
44.
" I have a bis. fat.
Mrsjk.

Route

healthyboy."
A. UALXXQXM, IL.F.U.
No. 1, Baltimore, Ohio.

t Howard

You Can ttuy

The Best Irrigated
Land
In Southern Idaho

For $50.50 an Acre

at least, and note results. A Virginia Good Soil
rlne Climate
lady found out in this way, and also
Fail
Crops
Never
learned of a new beverage mat is
EspeoUüy adapted to the raising of alfalfa,
wholesome as well as pleasant to
ana rrum. iuoi iur uuj-bidrink. She writes:
gr'sad potatoes
stock raising.
I am 40 years old and all my me,
M.
A
uragon
soon. juine naiirunu.
Cm tualn line
Dp to a year and a nan ago, i nan
Dietrich, Bb
Klchfleld,
Lands surround
beeu a coffee drinker.
hone and Hooding in Lincoln and Qoodlng
"Dyspepsia, severe headaches ana Counties.
aereo open to entry.
90,UU0
heart weakness made me reel someBEST WATER K1UHT IN Till
THE
1
die.
to
was
about
times as though
WK8T AND TERMS OF PAYMENT ARB
After drinking a cup pr two of hot THE EASIEST OFFERED BY ANY IRR1
clock
go
a
like
UATION COMPANY.
coffee, my heart would
Let us tell you more. Your letter will
without a pendulum. At otner timos it
nervhave Individual attention. Address
would almost stop ana was so
ous I did not like to be alone.
Idaho Irrigation Co., Ltd.
"If I took a walk for exercise, mm Rloh field
soon as I waa out of sight of the house
feel as If I waa sinking, ana mis
little wilderness grave Lieutenant Tracy planted I'd
would frighten me terribly. My HmbB
a cross and a little, fluttering flag. ''
would utterly refuse to support me,
and the pity of it all waa, I did not
know that coffee was causing me trou
Tireel Out of Sorb
ble.
Tk.. WhvNoYou're
Appetite.
Have
Readina in the papers mat many
persons were relieved of such ailments- CARTER'S LITTLE.
Indeed, dogs fed entirely on concentrated beet by leaving off coffee and drinking Post- LIVER PILLS
ssaoavEin
aot my uusnana to onuh uuwe
Juice are so overstimulated that they die within um.
It according to will put you right
made
We
package.
a
a few days
Experiments conducted by the ntreetlnns and I liked the first cup. Its in a lew days. sssssssssssssssssssssriMI I ILL
United Statea department of agriculture on rtnh anannv flavor was delicious.
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and
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woman
and Sick Headach
well
Indigestion
Biliousness,
while roost of the "flavoring material" the toxic are all right, in fact, I am a
and stimulating part of the bee)- - had gone Into onoe more, thanks to Postum."
SMALL PILL. SMALL DOSE. SMALL PRICE
Name given by Postum Co., Battle
the extract.
Genuine must bear Signature
Mloh. Write for copy of the
It Is doubtful If the medical men of Liverpool Creek, book,
to WelMlte."
Road
"The
little
are greatly surprised at the drummer's discovery
Postum comes In two forma:
of the hilarious consequences to be derived from
Regular Poatum must be well
tef Juice. Beef tea has never been regarded by boUed.
those who know as an innocuous beverage;
Instant Postum is a soluble powder.
tnse who dont know and who have been expert A teas poo ii ful dissolves qulck.y Inanda
last Omsk. Syrap- Ikstss OofiS. Uss Kd
menting in their own kitchens for their own c
cup ot hot water and. with cream Inla Un. sM
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sugar, makes a delicious beverage
valescente may well take warning from the
stantly. Grocers sell both kinds.
and remarkable oase of the traveling saWm
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Wilmington, Vermont.
" I have a lovelT
baby boy and you cam
tell every one that ho
is 'Plnkhya' baby.
MrS.LrfttTW FOCHE,
82 Mur.roe'St., Carl- stadt, H.J.

he said.
"A boy scout?"
"Yes, mother, after supplies."

'

vour Compound."
Mrs. Frkd Yohjjjh,
Kent, Oregon.
" I owe my life and
my baby's good health
t.r, wonr Oomnoimd."
Mrs. W. O. Bfkxcsb,
K. V. D., No. 3, Trov,

Alabama.
1 have three chil
dren and took your
Compound eao.li time."

He Was on Duty.

Herbert stood on a chair. The chair
stood' In the pantry.
The Jam stood on the shelf. Her
bert's mother stood on the threshold
Herbert stood his ground.
"My son," said the mother, pointing
"I am
at blm with astonishment
To think that my little
boy would do a thing like that"
Herbert, resourceful and not at all
abashed, looked at his mother rtralght
In the eye. "Please do not Interfere
with the 'mlnuuvres' of a boy scout,"

aftc the Apache chieftain.

r

FIGS

Thinks Cancer la Contagious.
Authorities contend that cancer la
not contagious, but Doctor Odler,
head of the cancer Institution at Geneva, Switzerland, says he has discovered In one of the principal streets of
that city at least a dozen houses In
which the disease has recurred, a fact
he can only account for on the theory
that it la co 'aglouB. He urges that
very house 1. which there has beetr row.
a cancer patient be disinfected.
bottlt
Ask a' the store for a
of "California Syrup of Figs," whlcl
Real Excitement.
has full directions for babies, chlldret
man, of all ages and for grownups plainly
"Tes, said the
"I've no doubt you've had soma great on each bottle. Adv.
hunting experiences In your travels
Inquiring to Know.
abroad."
"You're a smart man, and I wan
"I have, indeed."
you to answer me a question," sal
"Buffalo huntlrg
the boob.
"Yes."
"Shoot it," responded the wise guy
"And bear bunting"
"Is an Inquisitive man a question"Of course."
"Well, you Jurt come around and able character?" asked the boob.
let my wife take you house hunting
and bargain hunting with her. Then
youH begin to know what real excitement Is."

NwiDr
the ttma when the United Btatee
governments made
Mexican
and
that temporary treaty whloh allowed the troops of either to Invada the territory of the other
when in the purvult of hostil In- I
I
diana Seeing acroaa the
MM
James Tracy waa a second Meo- It
tenant In '.he 19th cavalry
aB
was during the height of the
trouble, and Tracy,
Gerónimo
with his troop, dismounted, and
after a soul and body wearying march on the
trail of the wily Apache, found himself In the
heart of one of the dreariest, most
mountain countries In the whole range of the
aouthem country.
The troop waa exhausted and practically without water, the men having not a drop to drink
save what waa In their canteens. They had cut
loose from a river In the early morning, expecting to find another when the day was done, but
not as much as a rivulet had they found. There
was no coffee that night and there wasn't a light
heart In the Whole outfit.
Tracy was unhappy. It wasn't wholly his suffering condition and that of his men which
weighed upon him. Just before leaving the
Arizona post he had received news that his
younger brother, John, Had been committed to
atate's prison In a far northeastern state. The
officer had seen his home only once since hta gradHis
uation. He bad stayed away purposely.
brother had been a trusted bank employe. Then
oame suspicion, then conviction and a aentence.
John Tracy protested his Innocence of the crime
charged against him, and his family, knowing the
lad, believed in him, but the circumstantial evidence was overwhelming, and in spite of the efforts of the aged father, who spent his time and
his money In the boy's defense, he went to
"Vvrryrlsjht, Western

S1L0F

liquid bin. Dsltthts
All rooers. Adv.
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CHILDREN

BEEF TEA AS AN INTOXICANT
We find It difficult to believe the cable report
that Liverpool physicians are very much exercised over the case of the traveling salesman
with delirium tremens Induced by too much
beef tea. says a writer in the New York Times
Pood analysts and nutrition experts have long
been aware of the high stimulating power of
meat proteins, which, Dr. Chittenden says, are
approximated by one sort of protein from the
vegetable kingdom, that of oatmeal. The vegetariana, in fact, base their most effective arguments In the fact that the stimulation from meat
iftctlng tls-- i
way like that frc
Is in
affording
see change or we ta bolls
n .triment.
Beef ten Is me iiikiii'hi stimulant
among the rfieat Juices
Physicians have long
i
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CIMARRON NEWS.
take me long to get hep. If the shades
ia down at her bedroom winder at

Tbe Basement
Philosopher
KBNNBTT HARRIS
(CoeyrtftK.

MU. by W. 0.

"I take notice that you're quit shaving yourself with the tinner's shears,
Nela, my friend," remarked the Janitor to hla Scandinavian assistant. "You
must have sprung; yourself for a raaor
lately. And that
danger
signal you're sporting Is another thing
that gives me food for thought, as the
feller says, not to mention the
collar button. Ia It the spring
aeaaon In a general way, or la It the
rlmroast blonde In II In special T
Well, it ain't no business of mine, only
you'll do well to be careful. Keep
jour eyes open and look about you
you make up your mind.
"Ton see, Nela," the Janitor went
on, as he hoisted himself to a seat on
the basement railing, "you see you've
got opportunities, owing to the Job
that you're holding dovrn here, that
most men ain't got You don't have
to take the chancea that you'd have
to take if you waa on the section or
working In a livery stable. The gink
who's digging sewers or driving a
dray for a living has to take rinks
that makes me shudder when I think
of them. He goea to a dance, we'll
say, or a picnic. He ain't lu no frame
of mind to use sense. He's too full
of ham sandwiches, hot dogs, chowder
and high spirits to have any room for
reason and Judgment, and while he'a
in that there condition of tempry
he runa up against a bunch of
skirts, and the next thing be knows
one of 'em Is cashing his pay checks
at the corner grocery regular every
Saturday night Just like that!
"They all look good to him. Sure
thing! That's what they're there for.
They've got on their longeree waists
with the narrow pink ribbon showing
four-ln-ban- d
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MARKET
QUOTATIONS

DANDRUFF
8av

Cattle.
Beef

srs, corn fed, good to

Beef

srs, corn fed, fair to

7.007.7S

Reef
era, graspers, good to
7.260)7.9"
choice
Heef steers, grsssers, fair to

Cows and heifers, cor
good to choice
.6. 60(7.25
Cows and heifers cornfed.
fair lo good
6.00" s"
Cows and heifers, grangers.
B.zDGpn.oo
gooe to choice
Cows and heifers, grsssers,
5.5K0.2o
fair to good

4.26fi.25
4.5006.6

7.50010.00

i.notw

Bulls

8tags
6.00 tOO
Feeders and etockera, good
to choice
.W7.50
Feeders and atockers. fair to
good

Feeders and stockcrs, com
mon to fair
Good

Hogs.

hogs

Ewes
Yearlings
Yearlings

5.7SOS 50
6.OO0O.7&

8.2b8.4

Sheep.

I.ambs

.6.25R75

.3.2503.85
.4.600)5.00

(light)
(heavy)

,.4.0004.50
,8.85 04.16

Wethers
Feeder lambs, f. p. r.
Feeder ewes, f. p. r. ...
Feeder yearlings, f. p. r.
Breeding ewes

Hens, small
Ilroilera, lb
Ducks
Geese

YOU'VE GOT OPPORTUNITIES M08T MEN AINT GOT."
do la to keep his eyea shut When
he's married, anyway.
"So there it is, Nele," concluded the
janitor, as he got down from
the railing. "It's all very well for a
man to be careful about taking his
pick, but he's got to be in ahape to
stand inspection himself."

TRADITION

True Follower of Art May Not Be Dictated To, and Wise Men Recognise the Fact

There are various approaches to
life; the way of religion, of action, of
commerce, of art No one ' ot these
can dictate the path of the other.
Not only can religion not undertake
to show the artist which way to turn,
or art to tell commerce of the main
chance, but the artist in one kind
cannot dictate to the artist in another. Buonarroti could not add to the
wistful grace of a Raphael Madonna,
nor could the TJrbinlte teach Angelo
aught of the damonic strength or
terrlblllto; Angelo's marbles could
not have fitted into the smiling landscapes or open sky spaces of Peru-ginThey belonged as they were
set against rough, bare rocks, like the
Carrara quarries.
A great man when he sees an art
that surpasses comprehension, because
it is wide of tradition, puts his Anger
to his Hps and keeps silence. The
are the glib dictators of
ready judgments. Very many years
ago when Dr. WrMm James saw for
the Arst time a collection of futurist
paintings In Paris be said: "I have
never seen anything like this before!
It is strange and inimical to me. But
these are serious men. They would
not waste their time. They must
mean something, though I can't understand." His utterance was that of the
wise man.
But the artist with a new thing to
say or a new and faithful mode of Baying it must be of an Independence unthinkable! He must be able to live
alone gaily; to live on a crust and
water; to take only such rewards as
are thrust at him, for' be cannot afford
to seek. He must be celibate and
drag no others Into his dilemma. And
he muat work for the joy of the working. Harper's Weekly.
o.
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Omaha Live Stock Quotations.
South Omaha Cattle Native steers
$7.60 0 9 80; cows and heifers, $6.000
7.IÍ5;
Western steers, $6.2508.26;
Texas steers, $5.7&7. 25; range cowa
and heifers, $5.75 07.16; calvos, $6.76

NEW YORK.
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IN PIANOS AND PLAYER PIANOS

FESTER

100 of the cbolceet end moet desirable Pianos and Player
Plano ever displayed In America make up thla offering.
Theae Instrumenta represent the cream of the entire Piano
i aw, the lateat atyles
market Moat of them are brand
and designs, purchaaed for thla year' Fall and Chrlatmaa
trade, but many of the greatest bargatna are slightly uaed
lnatrumenta of the beat makes, which have come to ua In
exchange for our new Stelnway Ptanoa and Player Planoa
the kind everyone oan play and have been entirely overhauled by our expert. Theae used makea Include Pianos
and Player Piano of tbe following make:
STErNWAYfl,
lUMIIWJ s. KCRTZMANNS, lll( KRHINOS VOSKS A. B.
CHASES, EVERETTB, II. M. CABLES, VVEDEH8, KNABES, FISCHERS,
CAMPBELLS,
SOHMEBS. MALCOLMS, E8TEY8, H40DORFB. KOIILER
KRAKAUKRH.
8TEULIN0S. MASON a HAMUWB. WHIT NETS, UINZES,
SCHAEFFER8, ARIONS. KROEUER8. LI DWIOS, ETC., ETC

PRICES

TO

'A

'A

OFF

Cash, $6 Monthly IffWlfflí

$10

Delivered to Your Home

WE SHIP ON APPROVAL It'a aa simple, safe and aatlafactorv to buy a piano of
WE POSITIVELY UCAHANTER
us by mall aa If you visited ths atore In person.
8ATIHFACTION.
You take absolutely no chance. Merely write to ua that you are
Interested In the purchase of a Piano and we will send you a complete list of all
ths bargains In this aale. The moat convenient way la to use the coupon below-t- hen
you don't have to write a letter.
We will send you a Piano on approval.
Stool and Scarf Free. We Pay tbe Freight. Tou don't pay a oent unleaa absolutely
satlsflsd.
NO LETTER NECESSARY IT YOU USE THIS COUPON.

MUSIC CO.,

KNIGHT-CAMPBEL- L

DENVER,

COLO.

As per your sdvertlsement, without any obligation to purchase, you can send
me your Special Fall Piano and Player Piano Offer.

Name
Town

State

R. F. D.
W. N. tj.
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"Repeater" Í

Smokeless Powder Sheila

For a high grade shell at a reasonable price,
the Winchester Loaded "Repeater" has the
call among sportsmen who have tried all
makes. Although moderate oriced. the
"Repeater" is loaded with the best quality
powder and shot. The list of loads furnished

mar
XsWt

this shell cover moat shooters' requirements,
and all of them give a full measure of shooting
satisfaction. Look for the W on the box. They are

HIGH IN QUALITY MODERATE IN PRICE
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Urs.WtuaJow's HuutMn Syrup for Children
tests log, soften the goma, reduce
palu.oures wind coilc Jtbc a, bottle- Inflamoaa,-Uon,alUr-
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Sentiment
Sneak Thief .If yer so hard up, w'y
doncber pawn yer watch chain?
man never quite gets
The
Second Story Man I don't like tar
the job Anlshid.
08.76.
belonged
it
ter me fambly!
Hogs Heavy.
$8.0008.80;
Sneak Thief Pambly! O'waat
Second Story Man Straight I'm $8.1508.05; pigs, $6.0007.60; bum of
given yer awlped it from me gran' wules, $8.1008.20.
goods brighter and faster colora than
Sheep Yearlings, $5.8696.76; weth Color mors
pop! Puck.
dye any garment without ripping apart.
You
srs, $4.000 4.65; lamba, $8.8007.20.
I'-- hts,
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GREAT FALL OFFERING

Uniform In Makeup
"What variety of sweet corn is
hint" aaked the aummer boarder.
"The corn, tomatoes and peas," replied the hired man, "are all the aame
variety this year canned."

e

CASTORIA

Exact Copy of Wrapper.

awkward children."
"Tea," said the mother; "I waa Just
thinking your mother bad one."

self-mad-

Thirty Yeers

The Ccntaur Company.

i

$10.60011.86.

For Over

Signature of

Facsimile

g,

white,

4O04t4c;

Use

AiwrfVvi R?medv forConshoo
lion . Sour 5 to math, Diarrhoea,
Worms .Convulsions .Fevensh-nes- s
and LOSS OF SLEEP

12
19
16

Rye No. 2, 65c.
Barley 60 0 83c.
Timothy $3.7506.86.
Clover $9.00 011.60.

Pork
Lard

Bears the

Sd -

016

9

2.

The Kind .You Have
Always Bought

c

Wbile the vessel was bombarded by
lightning wtich coursed down her
main mast, her officers and crew did
aot Venture on deck.

17

11

No. 3 white,

For Infants and Children.

.8.2504.25

Northern, 8687o; No. 2 spring, 87 that ate yer father!"
088c; No. 8 spring, 86 0 87c; velvet
chaff, 83837Au; durum, 80 087c.
Ready for Him.
Corn. No. 2, 724 73c; No. 2
A conductor stumbled twice over the
yellow,
72 0
white, 73078c; No. 2
73)4c; No. S. 72078c ; No. 8 white, 7J foot of a small boy. Looking back at
the mother, the conductor said:
0734c; No. 3 yellow, 72V7Sttc.
o.

GASTQRIA

,.4.?55.00

3

Outs.--N-

Caiersna
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P. 0. Box 55, Greenville, Cal. "Last
17
fall my baby boy, two and a half years
14
old, fell and hit the back of his head
13
cutting quite a
on the door-casin8
9
Roosters
gaah. I thought it would heal right
away, ao when I picked him up and
tlve Poultry.
on
washed his head I put some
13
IS
Hens, large
it and he soon was playing again. The
10
Hens, small
H
16
next morning there was a scab over
Broilers
14
Springs
it, hut after a few days it began to
7
6
Roosters
fester and other sores came near It.
10 012
Ducks . . . ..
commenced at his neck and
They
Turkeys, 8 IbsT or over ...16 017
gradually spread to the top of hla
I
Geeae
010
head. The eruption waa like ulcerated pimples and itched and irritated
Eggs.
him awfully, especially at night, when
Eggs, graded No. 1 net F.
he would scratch and dig his bead.
26
O. B. Denves
I '..M-har- d
work to keep him from
Eggs, graded No. 2 net F.
15
O. B. Denver
scutching them. His hair fell out
Eggs, case count
6.7607.25
where' the sores were thickest.
"The sores looked red and mattered.
Butter.
I had all hla hair cut close to his head
31
Elgin
so I could get the Cutlcura Ointment
34
Creameries, ex. Colo., lb.
on well night and morning and I
34
Creameries, ex. East, lb.
washed hla head well with the Cutl30
Creameries, 2d grade, lb.
cura Soap. After a few applications
30
Proceaa
24
night and morning the Itching stopped
Packing slock
and ao more new sores came. In two
Fruit
weeka it was healed nicely and in
Apples. Colo., box
6002.00 three weeks be was cured and there is
Cantaloupes, Colo., crate
2.00 2.50 not even a scar on hla head." (Signed)
Peaches, Colo., box
600 .86 Mrs. A. B. Wolters, Dec. 17, 1912.
Pears, Bartlett, box
3.003.36
Cutlcura Soap and Ointment sold
Plums, Coo.
1.0001.60 throughout the world. Sample of each
free, with 32-Skin Book. Address postVegeta b as.
"Cutlcura, Dept. L, Boston." Adv.
card
Cabbage, Colo., twt
1.0001.26
Potatoes, new
1.5001.6
Warning.
.04
03
Tomatoes, Colo
The minister was coming to dinner,
and the lady of the house killed a
MISCELLANEOUS MARKETS.
rooster in his honor. Her little boy
tead and Spelter.
was very much annoyed, and thought
St. Ixuia. Lead Lower, $4.50
it cruel.
Spelter. Dull, $5.55.
Some time after this the lad saw the
minister coming up the road. He ran
Chicago Grain and Proviaion Prices.
Chicago. Wheat Cash: No. 2 red, into the yard and began putting all
hens and chickens Into the roost
M034c; No. 3 red. 90092c; No. 8 the
bard. 8614 0 8614c; No. S hard. 85V40 ingplaee, saying all the time:
86c; No. 2 Northern, 870sVkO; No. "Shoo, shoo! Here comes the man

42V424c;

ft
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Capt. A. Sunderberg of the steam
.3.0003.25 schooner Wasp, which pitea between

Dressed Poultry.
L
P
Turkeys, old torus

BY

H

(5.40

,.5.75

Buy direst from the na
ker. Special designs to order. Bend for acsapleSs,
illustrated osUlog.
W.
Ttosassaa Co.

Not Narcotic

Hydro-graphi-

Turkeys, cUolce
Hens, large

Thompson Saddles

"e

Seattle and California ports, reports a
strange experience at sea on August 7.
Ia a report made to the
Hay.
Captain Sunderberg
(Prices Paid by Denver Jobbers F. O. says that office
at 10 p. m., when six miles
B. Track Denver.)
Colorado upland, per ton. .13.00014.00 east by south of Point Conception,
Nebraska upland, per ton.ll.0G13.00 his vessel ran Into a thick fog bank
which hung close to the water.
Second bottom, Colorado
Without the fog rising in the least,
and Nebraska, per ton. .10.00011.00
13.00 if 15.00 a violent electric storm broke out, and
Tlmothv, per ton
Alfalfa, per ton
9.0010.00 for JVno hour and 14 minutes the blanSouth Park, choice, ton. .15.00lfi.00 ket of heavy mist was pierced continSan Luis Valley, per ton. .12.00 13.00 ually by discharges of atmospheric
Qminlson Valley, per ton. .13.00014.00
4.00 electricity and vivid flashes of angular
3.78
Straw, per ton
zigzag and forked lightning. At 12:16
a. nr., August 8, the steel foremast of
Grain.
Wheat, choice milling, 100 lbs. ..1.27 the Wasp became charged with elec1.05 tricity from the top down to the spring
Rye, Colo., bulk, 100 lbs
stay. Captain Sunderberg aays this
Nebraska oats, sacked
1.60 was cut the usual display of St. Elmo
Corn chop, sacked
1.69 Are, as the mast gave out loud reports
Corn, In sack
1.20 as if from a powerful wireless appara- Bran. Colo., per 100 lba

Turkeys, fancy,

Famous

thick enamel.

T' in. brittle, colorless and scraggy Crow Bag Blue; bars beautiful clear white
hair Is mute evidence of a neglected clothes. Adv.
soalv; of dandruff that awful scurf.
Hay Is the uhief agricultural crop of
There is nothing so destructive to
Swltaerland.
as
dandruff.
lbshair
It robs the hair
ot Its luster, Its strength and its very
Ufa; eventually producing a feverlsh-nes- s
and Itching of the scalp, which
If sot remedied causes the hair roots
to shrink, loosen and die then the
hair falls out fast A little Danderlne
tont cut now any time will surely
ave your hair.
Get a 26 cent bottle of Knowlton'a
Danderlne from any store, and after
the Arst application your hair will
take on that Ufe, luster and luxuriance
which ia ao beautiful. It will become
wavy and fluffy and have the appear3 PER CENT
ance of abundance; an Incomparable
C0HOL-- Preparation fer
gloaa and softness, but what will
the Food and Refluía
ple&so you moat will be after just a
rmg ttw Stomachs and Bowrls ot"
few weeka' use, when you will actually
a lot of flne, downy hair new
hair growing all over the scalp. Adv.
Promotes Diges fion.Cheerfu!-ncs- s
and Rest Contains neither
LIGHTNING FROM FOG BANK
Opium .Morphine nor Mineral
Captain of Pacific Coast Schooner
.Tells of Strange Bombardment
wv rou rtSAMvanmm
of Hla Vessel.
Uy.,

Flour.

NEVER BOUND

Your Halrl Get a 28 Cent Bottle
of Danderlne Right Now Also
topa Itching Scalp.

.

Standard Colorado, net

through from underneath and they're
wearing their blue bead's and their
bright smiles, and what more would
a man want? Can she mop a floor or
wash a shirt or cook a tater the way
it ought to be cooked? Who cares?
Ain't she got on her silk stockings
sboeB? That's the way to
and low-clook at It Well, you don't have to
go to no pictures, Nela. All you've
got to do is what Bill Mudge done.
"Who was Bill Mudge? Why, Bill
was a feller that worked for me here
laat spring a year ago; that's who
Bill waa. Bill had senae, Bill had. No
bugs in Bill's bean; he'd tell you ao
blmaelf.
First thing Bill would do
waa to be aure he was right; then
he'd go ahead. Sometimes he'd go
just a little ahead of the toe of my
boot, but anyway he'd be right. 'I
ain't agoing to Jump afore 1 look,' he'd
say; and he wouldn't not unless I
stuck the point of an awl in a soft part
of him when he wasn't looking. But
he was great on keeping his eyea open
and taking time to make up his mind.
I've known a thirty-ca- r
train of mixed
freight made up quicker than Bill took
to get that mind of his ready, and with
lesa switching. But that's the kind
of a feller he waa.
"Well, pay attention now! BUI took
a notion that It wasn't good for a
man to live alone and that two could
live Juat about aa cheap aa one and
he uaed to come and talk to me about
It "There's from sixteen to eighteen
girls in this here building that might
do,' ho aaya to me. 'I've made up my
mind that when I find the right one
I'll marry her, but I'm agoing to be
dead aure that ahe la the right one. I
ain't agoing into it blindfold. I don't
buy ro pig in no sack, me.'
" 'That sounds like sense,' I aaya.
1 dont aay that it la aenae, but it
sounds like it How are you agoing
to find out?'
"'By using my eyes and my Judg
ment,' he aaya. '1 ain't been applying
of them in that direction afore, but
I'm going to. It'a a pipe! Ain't I at
very kitchen door all tlmea o' day?
Well, bere'a the way I'll And out.
She's got to be neat and clean herself, to begin with. I don't want no
aloppy wife. Well, It ain't going to
take me no time to And that much out.
Sam way with the way ahe keepa
things. I atop In do Ax a winder
ketch or something and I take notice
whether the floor is scrubbed an
whether there's grease on the gas
range. I throw my eye on the aink
and squint up at the celling for cobwebs. If the look of things ain't
I cross her off right there
and dont waste no more time.
" "The next question Is whether
ahe's a hustler, aaya Bill. 'If she's
up and busy bright and early It don't

ney tissue, In restoring normal action
and In regulating bladder liiuaajlsrlHas
It Is a waste of ttme to whitewash Try them
a character that could not be aaved by
Tan smiles for a nickel. Always buy Red

7.7688.BO

Cannera and cutters
Feeding cows
Veal calves

IS ACTIVE

a living now.

WMtan Newspaper Union News Sen
DENVER MARKET.

g

Light on an Old Subject
Foley Kidney Pills Relieve
Dentist Now, open wide your mouth
prorr
ptly the suffering doe to weak. Inyou
I
a
bit
and won't hurt
activo kidneys and painful bladder action.
The Patient afterthe extraction
offer a powerful help to nature
Doctor, I know what Ananias did for They
In building up the true excreting UoV

FALLING HAIR MEANS

LATE

aeren, count me out right
If she's singing
at her work she's got a cheerful disposition. It I see the oat scooting ovary
time she ptcka up a broom, nix on
that Not anyl Then I've got to find
out how she stacks up on the eato.
Howf Bear! I notice the garbage
can when I go to empty It If there's
a meaa of scorched cakea and maybe
the half of a roast and a lot of stale
bread and a peck or so of oatmeal like
there is in some, it don't take no Sherlock Holmes to flgger out that shell
waate about aa much aa hor husband
can make and send him to the hospital with stummlck trouble. No sir,
the lees garbage there ia, the better
her chanceall he,' says Bill. 'Not
when you've got the opportunities that
you've got around a flat building.'
'"Well,' says I, that sure sounds
like aenae.' And it la aenae. That's
why I'm giving you the tip, Nela. You
take a little less notice of Hilda or
Helga or whatever her name la and a
little more of what ahe sets out for
you to empty. You've got the same
opportunities that Bill had.
"What kind pf a woman did Bill
get? Why, I forgot to tell you about
that One day he come to me looking pleased and told me that he'd
found the right one. A One,
girl ahe waa. Cook and general
in 11, where the Greenwas are now.
Always had on a clean drese and
apron. Bill said; kitchen aa neat aa a
pin, up at six sharp, sang like a hleased
lark and no waate. 'Me iui .her,' says
Bill. It's Just as easy to pick a good
one as a poor one,' he saya.
" 'Go to her,' eays I. And he did,
the very next day. The only trouble
waa, though, that she didn't fancy BUI,
and In fact she throwed a dipper of
hot water over him and told the Iceman and the iceman wiped up the
alley with him and Bill got so mad
that Just to spite "em he married a
girl that was Just leaving her place at
13 that he hadn't investigated. Now
he aaya the best thing a feller can
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FAULTLESS STARCH CO.
Kansas errv, mo

PUTNAM FADELESS DYES

Donsttmer.

The Financially
Successful Man
invariably realizes the dynamic value-th- s
for force and power-o- f o bank account, flany
people realize the "power of money" yet fail
to realize the added force of an "account at
the bank." The successful man knows that
a bank account improves his credit; that it
furnishes a valuable record of these transactions to which he can refer to at any time ;
that in case of error in making a payment it
is quickly sUwn and more easily rectified;
that a bankaccount'is an indication of sccess.
There are many reasons why you should
in and let us tell
have a bank account-com- e
you some of them.

"Less than forty years ago the great
rich tracts of gram land In Argentina
were practically unproductive.
The
Indiana roamed the plains and (menu
tettlement on the land waa danger
oua and well nigh Impossible.
The
Indiana, however, were subdued In
1878, and that date saw the Inception
of the estancias or ranchea and the
systematic reclamation of the land to
pave the way for an Industry the mn
r.ltude of which today ts stupendous!
"The Immensity or the cattle business can be eatlmated from the offf
stal returns recently published, which
how that laait year In the Argentine
there were 80,000,000 cattle, 70,600,000
iheep and 7,000,000 horse. The cattle
and horses are bred in the warmer
parta of the country to the north,
where alfalfa abounds, and ths sheep

I

In

the districts

In

the southern

rounds In a combat de boxe. That
the fighter appeared He was "
" 'Oeorge Carpentler?'
asked th
clerk.
"Not on your life! Jack Johnson!
That was the finishing touch. It wa
me to he hotel then In a hurry. H
my room I tried to figure out wha'
that one day In this great 'foreign
city had cost me."
"And you found?"
"I found that that blasted cochei
had slipped me an American quartet
Instead of a franc piece."

NEW THEATER

Boston Woman Arranging
Erect Model Playhouse.

prov-'.nce-

"Some of the large ranches carry as
many as 50,000 head or cattle and pro-ridhunting grounds ror many Englishmen. The 'gaucho' Is one of the
most picturesque as well as useful figures on these ranches and forms the
counterpart of his famous brother the
"owboy of North Amerlce. Life on a
ranch Is far from unDleasant. and on
tome of the big ranches under British
rontrol evening drees for dinner Is the
wool ts of high,
custom.
The Argentine
.
.
.
graae
ana. a large pari or u. goes 10
supply the home markets."
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best-know-
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movement" throughout the United
States.
"It will be different from anything
there is In the United States," said
Mrs. Clement. "Only performances of
'he highest class will be given and
the theater will be unique, aa tt will
have light and air on all four sides.
"It will have dignified entrances,
and everything Inside will be arranged
ror the comrort or the patrons and the
actors.
"I believe that actors who have
brains enough to amuse audiences are
entitled to as much aa the patrons,
and that is why there will be as good
an entrance in hip oacu ior mem
there Is for the public In front.
"Actors wbo are satisfied with their
surroundings will
with the
management, and that means success
for the theater."
The Bijou theater, under the direc-

I

of Broadway traffic squad 'cops.' Can
you beat It?
"The first thing 1 saw whfi I
went out on the boulevards waáéVif tion of Mrs. Clement, has made a fea
Y7" of mor in pictures, and It Is her
r
sign American shoes.
Next
green
was a wlndowful of gaudy
and Intention to give pictures in her new
yellow neckties and celluloid collars theater, but they will be of a type
rrom any now in general use.
ties no hayseed would wear and different
will
be nothing in them to of
There
celluloid collars like our motormen
free
discarded years ago, but all labeled rend, and they will be entirely
have
which
from
reatures
weird
the
a
Camelot
shored
American.' Then
rrom clergya handbill at me. It had a facsimile brought rorth cirtlcisms
or the stars and stripes and an 'ad' men all over the world.
Mrs. Clement's idea ia to have pic
ror an 'American dentist.'
tures
that will educate and aid in up"I dropped Into a store and asked
work.
lift
ror gloree. 'Sure,' said the clerk
"I am going to show pictures that
It will
'We have ze gloves American.
tend towards moral and Intel
was a hot day, and he added:
And
lectual development," said Mrs. Clezees es Amerlcalne wezer, aussl, ment. "I Intend to give one long
film, a short one of a humorous
"When I went back to the 1 otel
two
ror lunch a maid brought In my laun nature, two musical numbers and
solos.
dry. 'Ah, xe glacage Americane.Lrhe
"My scheme Is to have a theater
said, fingering the collars, which had
that every one will enjoy attending,
been given a shiny gloaa. I didn't
and ono in which a person will see
wait to tell her no
and hear for ten cents what now costs
American laundry man would put on not less than half a dollar. Moving
.1 saw mine If I had.
such a 'finish
pictures so far have been used to
" 'Is there a manicure In this neighivmuse, to startle the imagination and
borhood ?' I asked the clerk.
to reproduce many things which the
" 'Mala, mil
he answered
'Just public would be better without having
'
around the corner is an American
seen.
Tbeae pictures will have no
"I was riding In the subway that
place in my theater:"
afternoon when some guy sized me
Mrs. Clement will have the
up and volunteered: You Americans
of the Harvard Dramatic sohelped to butld this line.' Finally I ciety, as she bad in her work at the
reached one or the residence sec Bijou, and of many clergymen and
Ions and thought I bad round Prance
It y officials who have been foremost
at last Just then a hand organ in the agitation 'gatnat the moving
started to grind out "Hiawatha, picture ahows that are given in many
which was made In Kansas City, 1 theaters.
think.
Back of the stage will be a reading
"A French friend of mine took me room In wblcb the actors can amuse
driving in his motor car.
By the
themselves between tbelr acts. There
way,' he said, 'this machine is Amor will be a lunchoom, where they will be
lean made.'
We nearly ran into a able to purchase meals at cost.
trolley car and on Its side I saw th
Young men and women will be givname of an American
engineering
en an opportunity to begin at the bot
firm.
torn and work to the top.
"I went to one of the summer gar"I have alwaya taken an Interest In
dens that advertises tango matinees.
young persons," said Mrs. "Clement,
The orchestra played one piece oi "and every day am on the lookout for
tango music then struck up A leían promising young men and women. I
I beat It
tc
dera Ragtime Band.'
have a theory that most of us can do
the accompaniment of 'Row, Row something pretty well and have prov
Row.'
en it since I went into the theatrical
"By that time I thought 1 had business.
Yes. I saw that
earned a drink.
"A young woman came to me ann
'American soda water' sign but 1
I
aid that she was a good dancer.
dodged Into a cafe across the street gave her a trial and she was an utter
When I waa seated a garcon came ur failure. She told me she could play
and asked: 'Urog Amerlcaln, M'seu?
the plano I tried her at this and abe
"1 stopped In a florlat's shop to buy
was a success.
soms flowers ror my wire. I asked
"1 had another
girl tell me she
Nothing do could sing. She couldn't, but I fouud
for 'la France' roses.
Ing. They gave me American Beau
that she was a splendid stenographer
troa I happened to think Just tiet I can find good actors and singers a
that that was mall day and I hatfjtc I have found steogpraphers and piano
send a business letter, so I Inn tied players, and when the model theatei
back to the hotel and looked up th
has been In operation a while It will
stenographer. 'This Is an America', have proven that I am right
said,
typewriter,' ahe
careaslng th
"We will win In a short time, I am
machine.
confident, the good will and support
"While I waa at dinner I tried to of those who see nov In moving pic
figure out why Christopher Columbui
'urea only tlile- -. to condemn
went to ail the trouble of crossing
Rich Land for Japanese.
the ocean to discover America whan
Stockton - J K. Oda and II Wyeka
It would have been so easy Just tt
Japanese fanners of the delta region,
run up to Parta. Rut I was deeper
ate and I resolved they wouldn't fool purchased 200 acres of rich delta land
near Termiuous, for wbloh they paid
me auy more.
"That night I went to a music ball $26,100. In view of the an tl alien laud
leglslstlon this may be the laat trans
one that they said was trea Parisian
Out came a spieler to announce that action ot thto kind la the history al
6,000 francs would be given
M the sute.

MAIL CARRIER

GIRL
Fifteen-Year-Ol-

Miss
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Mountains.

Píos Brown Is s Plucky ResoureefTuI
Arkansas Maiden and la Alwaya
Rqual to Any Emergency
That May Confront Her.

Henderson. Ash. floe Brown, a
bright girl, fifteen years of age.
the dally mall from this little village In Baxter county, Arkansas, to
ll.k.Htli.M (n t W.rW ernintv MtMHOnri
. distance ot 16 miles, and return. Sha
Is one of seven sisters, daughters of
Aae Brown and wife, and ail have graduated off of the mall route, each hav
lug bad her turn at It It has been a
part of their education and has helped
them In more ways than one.
floe, who carries the mall now, ts a
entail girl, but what she lacks In sise
she makes up In nerve and ability to
get over the road In all kinds of weather. The route lies over some or the
roughest country In the Osark
The roads are rough and ovar
a great part of It the he usee are few
and far between. On a etretch of Are
makes there Is no dwelling at all, being
all ovar the mountains and through
the woods
No thought of fear, however, evar
enters bar mind. There are no wild
animals In the woods, and the birds
and squirrel are bar frends and keep
her company. Most of the time she
uaniee the mall on horseback. At
Maea, In good weather, however, when
the roads are worn down hard and
ssBOoth. she usee a alngle buggy. Be
sides Henderson and Bakersfield. she
servas two other towns en route.
Gamaliel and Custer, both roedelde
villages), but with large poet office pat
ron age. The most dreaded part of her
trip at times Is crossing the Nona
Pork river, s mountain stream nearly
as larga as ths White river, which at
gets to be a raging mountain
The stream is fordabl at low
water, bat when It goes on a rampage
it to dangerous even fa a ferryboat
to oroea One time when It waa paat
fording she swam her horse across In
order to gal bar mall to Its destination
that night. 8he came out on the opposite bank with dripping skirts, but
with mail high and dry on her shoulear-ris- e

noun-tans- .

tbe way. Wild flowers and grass cover
the woods' floor and the hills are a
masa of green, with the rocks of the
river Math sehsfeshc oat In bare splen
dor. In sataam too, it to beautiful,
psaaaat an ever
whew the woaeto
changing oatow, bat wheat the wtntei
winds begin to Mew ana the daye of
falling snow and blinding, biting sleet
cause, It would try the nérvea and
spirts of a man, but Ploe sdotcs to bet
poet. The winter season is short and
the warm sprtnc days to eosse buoy
bar up.
The family trees a few miles north
of thto plaae. and la the worst weather
bar sisters. Pearl aad Hannah, help
bar out. Hannah or Pearl goes after
the mall at Henderson In the morning
and bring It to the bouse, where Flo
pinks it up and carries It on to Bakers
field and brings bank the morning mall
Plat They take It then tc
"Neadereon for her, letting her get of!
and reef.
The parcel poet has made the daily
toad a great deal heavier for the girl
end many times the horse Is loaded
down with all he can carry. Some
times the load Is more than can be car
ried on horseback, and then the single
buggy Is pressed Into service, good
roads or bad. She Is very popular, and
does many favors for her patrons in
the way or bringing things from ths
tores for them whan they are too
busy to go to town.
Asa Brown, her rather, Is an old
The family live oa a farm and
man
He says h
he apeciallses on fruit.
Is glad hla children were girla, and
that he could not get along without
them. Boys, ha says, ara always making the old folks trouble.
The glrle have generally arranged
the easrvtng of (he malt so that all got
a chanoe at the district school, going
from there to the academy at Moun
tain Home and from there Into more
profitable employment or to make
happy homes of their own. Those thai

are married are happily married, ard
the others wbo are not at horns are
tng lucrative business positions.
BIQ
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Vast T recta of Land Reoevered Pram
Indiana Supporting O rest
Cattle Herds.

Washington. "It to almost tmpoa
tola to conceive of the enormous
irowth of ths stock Industry of Argen
of a century,''
Una In the last jii.-- r
taid Krnest Ms if si, a ia.se cattleman
if Buenos Ayree, at the Bborebaa. "I
believe If the laws of the two coun
'lies are favorable Argentina oaa sui
la the spring and summer the route ply this country wtth a great quantity
f beet, which would materially assist
to pleasant ta rtoe. aa some of the
tp the Osaras Us sjooj in reducing the cost of meats to the
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We ta e this means of calling the at- tention of the various school districts
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Paris. "Say, where's the French
quarter of this town, anyway?" asked
a visitor from the west of a clerk in
one of the tourist agencies of Paris
recently.
a.
"You mean "
Ja the
"Exactly what I say,"
stranger. "I came all the way to
Par! to And something new, a change,
novelty, and all I've found Is say.
at breakfast yesterday morning
read an American paper, though It's
I found
published here In Parla.
that the jockeys who won racea here
the day before are named McGee.
O'Connor, O'Neill. Sounds like a list
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Job Printing at the News
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if

Shops, Subways, Muslo, Drinks and
Even the Prise Fighter Were
Nothing
American
Made
Novel waa to Be Seen.

do, Automobile and Life Insurance.
Sixteen Strongest and Beát Companies Represented.

Attention!
i

Boston. Mass. Mrs. Josephine CU
womax
meat., probably the
theatrical manager In the country, baa 6
a scheme for a model theater which
she hopea to build Within a few
months.
She haa not yet decided where she
will erect the theater, but she has jjj
abund-ui- t
financial backing by persons who have been attracted by her
success with the theater of which for Oil
several yeara she haa been the manager.
It la to be a theater in which every seat will give an unobstructed
view or the stage. The cost of a seat
will be ten cents and the entertainments will be of a type that will have
the approval of leaders In the "uplift

Visitor From U. S. Sought in
Vain for French Quarter.

A. W. VASEY
Fire, Accident, Liability, Torna-

to

She Alms at Moral Growth Reading-Rooand Lunch Stand In Rear of
Stags Will Aid Comfort of ths

PARIS NOI FOREIGN

of Cimarron
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Drawing papers, card boards, and all oth- er papers used in schools can be had here.
Carbon paper in oxes an d arge sheets
24x36 inches, typewriter papers, etc.
Legal blanks of all kinds, to conform with
the state laws of New Mexico,

jj
yjf.

1
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Cimarron
Pub. Co.
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On the Rayada

Ranch
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G. R.

